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Abstract
The development of distributed mobile applications has significantly different requirements than traditional distributed applications. The fast changing network
topology of a mobile environment together with the volatility of the connections
literally leads to an object reference soup wherein references are spread over a
group of distributed objects. The development of mobile distributed applications is hindered by the lack of software engineering abstractions that helps
to organize this object soup. More precisely, there are no abstractions that
allow the programmer to coordinate the creation of (remote) object references.
This makes it very difficult to reason about the correctness of interactions
because object references may enable an object to be mutated without the
owner of the object being aware of it. Since there are no abstractions to
restrict which software entity can acquire an object reference or which operation
such entity can perform over this reference, the programmer has to manually
encode complex accessing protocols himself. This is notoriously difficult, if not
impossible, in programming languages that do not explicitly expose the creation
of remote references to the programmer.
In this thesis, we propose software engineering abstractions under the form
of a meta-object protocol that captures the creation of both local and remote
aliases. We show how this protocol can be employed in order to build high-level
abstractions like distributed ownership types. For a given object, this enables
to control which clients in the network can access the object and what kind
of operations they are allowed to perform. Having this functionality empowers
the programmer to organize the distributed object soup. We have validated our
abstractions by the implementation of a mobile drawing editor in which access
to remotely drawn objects is controlled by a set of restricted remote aliases. The
implementation of this application shows that our abstractions greatly reduce
the programming effort needed to implement complex mobile applications that
communicate over an unreliable network.

Samenvatting
De ontwikkeling van mobiel gedistribueerde applicaties verschilt sterk van traditionele gedistribueerde applicaties. De snel veranderende netwerktopologie van
een mobiele omgeving samen met de vluchtigheid van connecties leidt tot een
soep van object referenties waarin deze verspreid zijn over een groep van gedistribueerde objecten. De ontwikkeling van mobiel gedistribueerde applicaties is
beperkt door een gebrek aan software abstracties, die het toelaten deze object
soep te organiseren. Er zijn, meer bepaald, geen abstracties die de programmeur
in staat stellen de creatie van (remote) object referenties te beperken. Hierdoor
is het moeilijk de correctheid van interacties te verifiëren omdat objecten via hun
referentie kunnen worden gemanipuleerd zonder dat de eigenaar van het object
zich hiervan bewust is. Aangezien er geen abstracties bestaan die toelaten te
beperken welke software entiteiten een object referentie kunnen verkrijgen of
welke operaties deze kunnen uitvoeren, moet de programmeur zelf complexe
protocollen schrijven om dit te bekomen. Dit is uiterst moeilijk, zelfs niet mogelijk,
in programmeertalen waarin de creatie van remote referenties niet expliciet
wordt blootgesteld aan de programmeur.
In deze thesis presenteren we software abstracties onder de vorm van een
meta-object protocol dat ons in staat stelt de creatie van locale en remote
aliases te onderscheppen. We tonen hoe dit protocol kan worden gebruikt
om high-level abstracties te bouwen zoals bijvoorbeeld ownership types. Dit
laat toe om voor een zeker object te controleren welke clients in het netwerk
toegang tot het object kunnen krijgen en welke operaties ze op dit object kunnen
uitvoeren. Deze functionaliteit stelt de programmeur in staat om de gedistribueerde object soep te organiseren. We hebben onze abstracties gevalideerd
door het implementeren van een mobiele tekenapplicatie waarin gedistribueerde
tekenvormen kunnen worden gecontroleerd door een verzameling van remote
aliases aangemaakt door ons raamwerk. De implementatie van deze applicatie
toont dat onze abstracties drastisch de inspanning verminderen die nodig is voor
het implementeren van complexe mobiele applicaties, die communiceren over
een onbetrouwbaar netwerk.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
``The big lie of object-oriented programming is that objects
provide encapsulation'' -- John Hogg in [31]
Over the last couple of years, more and more mobile devices have been
integrated in our everyday life. These devices are typically characterized by their
ability to support advanced networking technologies like Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and
more recently Near Field Communication (NFC). Together with the increasing
computational power of the device, these technologies have given rise to a new
breed of applications. In order to give an intuitive feeling of the growth of this
market, statistics show that over the years a significant number of applications
over various mobile platforms have been developed [56]: the App Store for
the iOS platform consists of more than 650.000 available applications being
downloaded more than 30 billion times; Google Play for the Android platform
has up to 500.000 applications available which, all together, have been installed
more than 15 billion times. From these numbers, it can be deduced that
nowadays, users make more and more use of their mobile device in order to
perform tasks that otherwise would have been done on a desktop or laptop. This
gradually opens the door for ubiquitous computing, a vision of Mark Weiser [60].
In his vision, the future computer will be invisible in a way that everyday
objects integrate computational power in order to be pervasive throughout our
physical environment. Due to an increasing availability of advanced mobile
technologies, the hardware infrastructure necessary for this vision gradually
becomes sufficient, although from the software side, a long road remains ahead.
Current mobile applications are mostly single-user applications that do not
exploit the available networking infrastructure at fullest. This is mainly due to
the lack of software engineering abstractions that support the development of
mobile applications in an environment, in which components communicate over
a network of unreliable, volatile connections. There is a substantial amount of
research in order to cope with the characteristics of such ambient applications.
At the Software Language Lab (SOFT), Dedecker et al. have proposed a novel
programming paradigm, called Ambient-Oriented Programming [20], that incorporates the characteristics of mobile networks at the heart of its programming
model. This model is an extension to object-oriented programming and provides
the necessary machinery to support the volatility of remote object references.
1

For a given remote reference, the reference's volatility can be handled by using
buffered asynchronous communication, as well as by relying on software engineering abstractions that make (dis)connections explicit to the programmer.
Although this approach allows to deal with remote reference on a per-reference
basis, the problem is that most ambient-oriented programs have to deal with
more than a single reference.
Generally, mobile applications are built by linking thousand of objects to one
another. This gives rise to the existence of an object graph that expresses the
imposed dependencies among all these objects. Inherently to the fast changing
network topology in ambient-oriented programming, the object graph dynamically changes in a much higher pace than in the case of local programming. This
is caused by the fact that the object graph depends on the network topology
that dynamically changes by the nature of mobile distributed networks. As a
result, the object graph literally leads to a soup of objects in which remote object
references are completely disorganized. In contrast to local programming where
design patters have been developed to organize the object soup, such design
patterns are not capable of dealing with the fast changing network topology of a
mobile environment. Having a disorganized object soup makes reasoning about
the correctness of interactions over remote references difficult because objects
can be mutated over aliases without the owner of the object being aware of this.
In current ambient-oriented programming languages, there exit no abstractions to specify custom policies for remote object references. More precisely, the
programmer can not specify which components can acquire a remote reference
and which operations they can perform upon. A lack of such mechanisms
clearly inhibit the development of mobile applications which aim to exploit the
available networking infrastructure of mobile devices at fullest. It is clear that this
object soup craves for some degree of organization. By specifying access and
mutate restrictions on remote references, the utterly disorganized object soup
can be structured into related groups of objects. This does not only improve
the scalability of the application, but also enables to verify the application's
correctness more easily.
In this thesis, we propose programming language abstractions to organize
the object reference soup in ambient-oriented applications. For a given object,
these abstractions allow to control the object's remote references in a way
that conditions can be formulated for acquiring and using these references.
This enables the programmer to organize the object soup. Programming effort
needed to implement complex mobile applications can therefore be significantly
reduced.

1.1 Problem Statement
In object-oriented programming, the key idea is to implement simple objects
and connect those to each other in order to construct advanced applications.
Connecting objects to one another yields the existence of a topology in which
objects dependencies are expressed. This topology literally resembles a soup of
2

objects in which inter-objects links are completely disorganized. Basically, when
an object is linked to some other object --either intentionally or unintentionally-the object is capable of benefiting from the functionality that the linked object
provides. However, due to a lack of language abstractions that enable to
organize this object soup, objects can be unrestrictedly accessed and modified
upon the existence of a link to one another. Especially in large applications
in which the object soup consists of thousands of objects, this makes it very
difficult to reason about the correctness of the application because objects can
be mutated without the owner of the object being aware of this.
In a mobile distributed environment, objects are linked through remote
references. Due to the dynamic nature of a mobile environment, the network
topology can quickly change, requiring the programmer to the deal with the
volatile nature of remote references. This causes the distributed object soup
to be an even bigger mishmash as remote references may come and go,
being even not always operational. Ambient-Oriented Programming [20] is a
novel software programming paradigm that embodies the characteristics of
this environment at the heart of its programming model. For a given remote
reference, the reference's volatility can be controlled by imposing buffered
asynchronous communication, as well as by providing software engineering
abstractions that enable to cope with this (dis)connectivity. Although this
approach allows to deal with remote reference on a per-reference basis, the
problem is that ambient-oriented programming does not supply the necessary
software abstractions to group these references together. This is necessary
because by having such functionality, the programmer is able to organize the
distributed object soup in a way that access and mutate restrictions on remote
references can be enforced depending on the group to which these references
belong. The ability of enforcing such restrictions is important, yet essential, in
order to ensure the correctness of remote interactions in the development of
mobile applications.
Before illustrating this with an example, we introduce some domain-specific
terminology regarding aliasing: upon building a software abstraction, the object
that represents the whole of the abstraction and provides the abstraction's
interface is denoted as the aggregate object. Inside this object, internal objects
may be encapsulated, representing the internal representation of the abstraction.
When an internal object can be accessed from outside the aggregate object, an
alias exist and corresponds to the reference that allows the object to be directly
accessed.
Consider, for instance, a linked list abstraction in which objects can be stored
that embody a numeric value. An invariant is imposed stating that objects in this
list are sorted according to their numeric value from smallest to largest. This
property should be ensured at all times. Upon adding, for instance, an object
to the list --either locally or remotely-- via the corresponding method in the
list's interface, the aggregate object makes sure that the object is inserted at
the correct place in the list's internal representation. Adding objects essentially
gives rise to the existence of aliases: by adding an existing object to the list, the
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object becomes encapsulated inside the internal list representation, although at
the same time it remains accessible from the outside as well. This is a problem
in that the object encapsulation can be undermined by bypassing the aggregate
object. More precisely, since an aggregate's internal representation object can
be directly modified from the outside, the aggregate object itself is not aware of
these changes. This breaks encapsulation and may affect the correctness of the
aggregate object, opening the door for possible security holes.

Figure 1.1: Conceptual example of a linked list abstraction in which objects are
sorted by the numeric value they embody.
Consider Figure 1.1 which conceptually represents an instance of this list. By
having an alias to an internal object, modifications to this object can be directly
enforced. An alias to one of the objects, for instance, enables to change the
object's numeric value from 57 to 3. This yields that the aggregate object is
bypassed and has not observed this change, causing the invariant to be violated.
By to the existence of aliases, this list does clearly not endorse correct behavior.
Basically, the breaches of object encapsulation by aliasing is a direct consequence of an unorganized object soup. This is argued by the fact that
encapsulation violations occur due to the inability to impose restrictions on
(remote) references in the object soup. Internal objects can thus simply be
accessed and modified unrestrictedly because no abstractions exist that enable
to enforce restrictions on the way the object can be accessed in the object soup.
In literature, many research on this topic has been addressed, typically leading
to a solution which involves a type system that allows to restrict or prevent the
existence of aliases in a statically verifiable way.
No tools are currently available in ambient-oriented programming in order to
manage the distributed object soup for a mobile distributed environment. This is
challenging because the volatility of remote references requires to be taken into
account upon expressing aliasing restrictions. A second difficulty that needs
to be addressed is that remote references can be spread across the network
without the referenced object actually being aware of this. This gives rise to an
object soup in which object links can even not always be explicitly detected.

4

Generally, the ability to manage the object soup in ambient-oriented applications
requires to satisfy the following properties:
• Alias detection. To enforce restrictions on aliases, the creation of aliases
should be explicitly exposed to the programmer.
• Modularity. Alias management should be expressed in a modular fashion
such that alias restrictions do not interleave with the regular functionality
of the application.
• Alias strategy. For each alias, it should be able to express a custom
aliasing strategy. This strategy might evolve over time.
• Dynamic. Alias management should be able to deal with the fast changing
network topology and with ad hoc interactions.
• Ambient resilient. Restrictions on objects should not only be enforced
locally, but as well over remote references propagated across the network.
Restrictions should also cope with the volatility of remote references. This
means that the conditions of these restrictions should be ensured at all
times, even though the referenced object is disconnected at a particular
point in time.
In this thesis, we propose a toolbox for managing the object soup in ambientoriented programming. The mechanisms provided in this toolbox meet to the
aforementioned properties and empower the programmer with the means to
enforce restrictions on the way objects can be accessed and modified across
mobile distributed networks.

1.2

Research Methodology

Developing language abstractions requires to choose between two approaches:
either a static (at compile-time) or dynamic (at run-time) approach. On the one
hand, opting for the static approach implies that the program code is statically
analyzed by means of special annotations or keywords that are explicitly expressed by the programmer throughout the program code. These annotations
denote a certain semantic and allow the correctness of a program to be verified
without actually executing the program. More precisely, the correctness of
a program is verified by checking all annotations in the program's code as
well as in the code of all components that interact with this program. This
is beneficial because code violating the specified annotations is ensured to
be detected before actually deploying the program. It also increases run-time
efficiency because no verification at run-time is required as the program is
already statically ensured to be correct. A drawback of static verification is that
reasoning about the annotations might be tedious, especially for large programs
wherein several components are involved.
On the other hand, opting for the dynamic approach implies that the program
code is verified upon executing the corresponding code at run-time. This is
5

desirable in situations where certain aspects of the program cannot be known
beforehand and can change on the fly. However, dynamic verification might lead
to (partial) failures because no guarantees on the correctness of the program in
its totality can be ensured.
In the context of mobile networks, static verification is infeasible because it
does not only require to analyze the program's code, but also the code of the
mobile components that interact with it. Due to the characteristics of mobile
networks, these components are not known beforehand and might not even exist
at the moment the mobile application is being deployed. Therefore, only dynamic
verification can be applied in ambient-oriented programming. In the context of
alias management, dynamic verification implies that aliases are taken care when
they emerge.
Dynamic aliasing management together with the modularity property as
stated in Section 1.1, hints for a reflective approach. Essentially, reflection is
the ability to dynamically examine and modify the structure and behavior of an
object. In this context, a base- and meta-level layer can be distinguished: objects
at the base-level implement real-world functionality, while objects at the metalevel implement the functionality to reason about objects at the base-level. From
the meta-level, objects at the base-level can thus be inspected and modified
on the fly without actually being aware of it. This clearly satisfies modularity
and enables, for instance, to access an object's field or manipulate its behavior
without actually expressing this at the base-level.
However, the ability to detect aliases and to adapt their behavior from within
the meta-level layer has not been facilitated in ambient-oriented programming.
In this thesis, we extend the meta-level infrastructure of the AmbientTalk programming language with this functionality. This allows the benefits of reflection
to hold for aliasing as well. Establishing alias management reflectively yields
modularity because aliasing restrictions are enforced at the meta-level, not
interleaving the program functionality at the base-level as such. This is beneficial
because the programmer does not need to take care of these restrictions
explicitly.

1.3 Contributions
This dissertation makes the following conceptual and technical contributions in
the intersecting domains of mobile ad hoc networks and programming language
research:
• We provide a methodology for reflectively capturing aliases in ambientoriented programming. In AmbientTalk, this is embodied by behavioral
type tags which enable to detect and intercept aliases upon creation.
Behavioral type tags implement an aliasing behavioral protocol and are
validated by implementing an object graph inspector and ownership domains (cf. Chapter 4).
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• We propose typestate-oriented programming for ambient-oriented applications through so-called chameleon objects (cf. Section 5.2). In addition,
we have shown that under certain restrictions, their usage can be statically
verified in order to ensure correctness at run-time (cf. Section 5.5).
• In the context of implementing chameleon objects, we make a technical
contribution by proposing dynamically tagged objects in AmbientTalk (cf.
Section 5.4.1). These are objects of which the type tags can be changed
at run-time, even making the new type tags to be observed across the
network.
• We propose ownership types for ambient-oriented programming in order
to automatically enforce access and modification restriction on objects
across the network (cf. Chapter 6). We validate these ownership types by
applying them in a real-life application called WeScribble (cf. Chapter 7).
These four contributions provide the necessary means to enforce alias management satisfying the properties stated in Section 1.1.

1.4 Dissertation Overview
Organizing objects across mobile ad hoc networks forms the main scientific
contribution of this work. Below, we summarize each subsequent chapter in
this dissertation.
Chapter 2: Ambient-Oriented Applications provides the reader with an
overview of the properties of the ambient-oriented programming paradigm. We
also introduce the AmbientTalk programming language in terms of its object,
concurrency and distribution model, as well as its reflective infrastructure.
Chapter 3: Related Work surveys existing aliasing mechanisms from the
perspective of four strategies: alias detection, advertisement, prevention and
control.
Chapter 4: Alias Management Through Behavioral Type Tags proposes
the meta-level infrastructure to detect and intercept aliases in ambient-oriented
programming. It investigates the operations that cause the creation of aliases,
both in a local and distributed environment. This serves as the foundation to
build behavioral type tags. We validate their existence by realizing an object
graph inspector and ownership domains. Finally, we describe the methodology
for implementing behavioral type tags in AmbientTalk.
Chapter 5: Chameleon Objects: Typestates for Ambient-Oriented Programming proposes typestate-oriented programming for mobile ad hoc networks. We first describe the paradigm from a general point, whereafter we
propose chameleon objects to enforce this in AmbientTalk. Next, we validate
chameleon objects by revisiting ownership domains. In the context of the
implementation of chameleon objects, we propose dynamically tagged objects.
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Finally, we show that chameleon objects can be statically verified under certain
conditions in order to ensure their correctness at run-time.
Chapter 6: Ownership Types for Ambient-Oriented Programming proposes
ownership type tags for mobile ad hoc networks. This enables to enforce access
and modification restrictions on objects across the network. We present a
Local ownership type tag to prevent the object from being accessed remotely,
ReadOnly to express immutability over an object and Unique to ensure that at
each point in time, only a sole remote reference to an object can actually give
access to it.
Chapter 7: Ownership Types at Work validates ownership type tags in a reallife application called WeScribble. We show its functionality and describe which
challenges are involved in implementing this application. Finally, we present its
design and implementation in terms of ownership type tags and enumerate the
benefits that this approach implies.
Chapter 8: Conclusion summarizes the contributions made in this dissertation. This leads to a general conclusion and a discussion on possible directions
for future research.
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CHAPTER 2
Ambient-Oriented Applications
The contributions of this thesis are situated in the context of ambient-oriented
programming. This is a novel programming paradigm of which the key properties are outlined in Section 2.2. Also a conceptual example is presented to further
illustrate these characteristics. AmbientTalk is a programming language that
has adopted this ambient programming model and is presented in Section 2.3
in terms of its object, concurrency and distribution model. The meta-level
infrastructure of AmbientTalk is explored in Section 2.4, whereafter a final
conclusion is drawn in Section 2.5.

2.1 Introduction
Advances in wireless communication technology and an increasing popularity
of mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets have given rise to a growing
body of research in so-called mobile ad hoc networks. Such networks are
composed of mobile devices that can spontaneously detect each other upon
being in the same communication range. As communicating devices are free to
move independently, connectivity between them might be volatile. In this setting,
disconnections are not necessarily permanent and can be restored at some later
point in time when both devices meet again.
In contrast to the traditional client-server network model in which devices
rely on a central server, mobile ad hoc networks do not employ such infrastructure. Instead, they require a peer-to-peer communication model in which
all entities are treated equally. This implies that devices serve both as client
and server at the same time. Figure 2.1 shows a simple conceptual view of this
mobile ad hoc network model.
Ambient-Oriented Programming [20] is a paradigm for programming mobile
applications deployed on mobile ad hoc networks. Its basic assumption is that
languages should incorporate network failures at the heart of their programming
model, and not hide them away behind abstractions. AmbientTalk [19] is a
distributed, object-oriented programming language and has adopted this model.
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Figure 2.1: Conceptual representation of a mobile ad hoc network. A grey circle
denotes the communication range of a mobile device. A non-empty intersection
between two circles means that the two corresponding devices are connected
at that point in time.

2.2 Ambient-Oriented Programming
In the perspective of explaining the concepts behind ambient-oriented programming, we first describe the hardware restrictions that are imposed by mobile
ad hoc networks. Based upon these, we describe how ambient-oriented programming offers a programming model that is suitable for developing (mobile)
applications.
Mobile networks can be distinguished from traditional, fixed-wired networks by
two discriminating properties [20]:
• Volatile Connections. Mobile devices can only be reached from within
a limited communication range. This implies that two devices can only
interact with each other as long as their communication range is within
each other's boundary. The moment one of them steps out of this zone, a
disconnection occurs. Such a disconnection might only be temporary as
both devices can meet again at a later point in time. If this never happens,
the disconnection is said to be permanent. This distinction, however, is
impossible to determine beforehand due to the non-deterministic nature
of mobile devices.
• Zero Infrastructure. In a mobile network, no central server is assumed
to be available to administer connectivity and communication. Mobile
devices just spontaneously join with and disjoin from the network as they
move along. As a result, applications in mobile networks have to find
collaborating services dynamically in the network themselves. This is in
contrast to stationary networks in which these services are found via URLs
or similar designators obtained by the central server.
In order to deal with these two discriminating characteristics, the AmbientOriented Programming paradigm [20] has been proposed. This is a software
paradigm which incorporates support for dealing with volatile connections and
zero infrastructure at the heart of its programming model such that the programmer has to take care of them explicitly. This support is based upon two key
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characteristics which separates ambient-oriented programming from traditional
object-oriented programming:
I. Non-blocking Communication
In order to minimize the impact of volatile connections, communication in
ambient-oriented programming is required to be non-blocking. Communicating
parties remain loosely-coupled such that disconnections do not cause any harm.
If communication would be blocking, a disconnection between two device might
cause one of them to be blocked during the entire time of the disconnection.
This kind of behavior clearly does not cope with the volatile nature of mobile
communication. Two degrees of coupling between communicating parties
should therefore be distinguished:
• Decoupling in Time implies that a sender can send messages to a recipient
that is offline, as well as the fact that a recipient may receive and process
messages from a sender that is offline. Hence, both parties do not need
to be online at the same time, which is an important characteristic for
supporting interaction across volatile connections.
• Synchronization Decoupling implies that the control flow of communicating parties is not blocked upon sending or receiving. This means
that a form of asynchronous message passing can be employed such
that the act of message sending is decoupled from the act of message
transmission. Likewise, at the recipient side, the act of message reception
is decoupled from the act of message processing. Essentially, message
transmission and reception require both sender and receiver to be connected. Message sending and processing do not impose this, as the
decoupling has resulted that both communicating parties can abstract
over the fact whether the other party is online or not.
II. Ambient Acquaintance Management
Since mobile networks rely on zero infrastructure, support for the discovery
and management of proximate devices and their hosted services must be
provided from within the programming language itself. However, achieving this
requires to deal with another degree of coupling:
• Decoupling in Space implies that communicating parties do not need to
know each other beforehand to communicate with each other. To support
this, a mechanism should be provided that allows a connection to be
established between two devices without knowing their precise address or
URL. This decoupling is necessary due to the lack of shared infrastructure.
Ambient acquaintance management also means that an up-to-date view on
the connection status of the participants should be maintained. This implies
a mechanism that can trigger notifications upon detecting a disconnection or
reconnection. Having this mechanism is important because communicating
parties must sometimes be able to take appropriate action when network
disconnections occur.
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In the remainder of this section, we consider a simple example that embodies
all characteristics of a typical mobile ad hoc networking application. As previously presented in [19], we describe an ubiquitous flea market example, called
AgoraM. This application runs from mobile devices that can wirelessly interact
with other nearby devices. In AgoraM, users can either advertise items they
would like to sell, or place a demand for items they wish to buy. Devices in the
same communication range can receive each other's offers and demands. When
a potential buyer/seller has been found for a particular item, the user is notified
and contact details are exchanged.
In the following section, we briefly present AmbientTalk, an ambient-oriented
programming language. We describe its concepts by means of the example
above.

2.3

AmbientTalk in a Nutshell

AmbientTalk is a distributed object-oriented programming language that has
been designed specially to facilitate the ambient-oriented programming paradigm
that was explained in Section 2.2. In this section, we describe AmbientTalk's
object, concurrency and distribution model in terms of the ubiquitous flea market
example, presented in Section 2.2 as well.
AmbientTalk's object model inherits most of the standard language features
from Self, Scheme and Smalltalk. As a result, AmbientTalk is dynamically typed
and adopts a prototype-based programming approach in which objects are
not instantiated from classes; instead, they are created ex-nihilo or by cloning
existing objects. In AgoraM, an important abstraction is the item to be traded
between peers. The code excerpt in Listing 2.1 shows the skeleton code of such
item object. A new anonymous object is created ex-nihilo and bound to a variable
named Item. This object serves as a prototypical object and defines a number
of fields and methods.
At some point in time, the prototypical Item object can be instantiated to
create a new item instance, as shown at line 16 in Listing 2.1. By default, each
object understands the message new. Upon reception, it creates a clone of the
receiving object and initializes this clone object by invoking its init method with
the arguments that were passed to new.
In order to extend an object's functionality, AmbientTalk features delegation
(also known as object-based inheritance). This enables that, if a message is
sent to an object and this object has no definition for the message’s selector,
then the message is delegated to the object's parent. Delegating is different from
forwarding a message in a way that delegation does not cause the receiver of
the message to be changed while processing the message. An extend: obj with:
block construct is provided in order to extend obj with the functionality denoted
in block.
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def Item := object: {
def category;
def description;
def contactDetails;
def init(cat, desc, contact) {
category := cat;
description := desc;
contactDetails := contact;
};
def getContactInfo(buyerInfo) {
contactDetails;
};
def placeSupply() { ... };
def placeDemand() { ... };
};
def ticket := Item.new(Ticket, description, phoneNr);

Listing 2.1: Implementing and instantiating a prototypical Item object.

2.3.1 Concurrent Programming in AmbientTalk
Concurrency is an integral part of the AmbientTalk programming language. In
AmbientTalk, concurrency is spawn by actors: one AmbientTalk virtual machine
may host multiple actors which execute concurrently. An actor is a container
of regular objects and protects those objects from harmful concurrent modifications. This is achieved by employing an event-driven concurrency model in
which event loops are proposed to enforce concurrency control. In particular,
each actor has its own event loop, which is shared among the objects hosted
by that actor, and a message queue, containing messages addressed to those
hosted objects. The event loop perpetually takes a message from the queue and
invokes the corresponding method of the object denoted as the receiver of the
message. In essence, an event loop model enforces three essential concurrency
control properties:
• Serial Execution. An event loop processes incoming messages from its
message queue one by one. This serial execution order imposes atomicity
because race conditions cannot occur as such.
• Non-Blocking Communication. The event loop of a certain actor never
waits for the event loop of another actor to finish. Hence, all communication between event loops occurs asynchronously, preventing deadlocks to
exist.
• Exclusive State Access. An event loop has exclusive access to the mutable
state of the objects that are hosted by actor it is situated in. In other words,
actors can only rely on the objects it owns.
In AmbientTalk, each object is owned by exactly one actor. Objects owned
by the same actor can communicate both in a synchronous and asynchronous
way. This distinction is expressed through a separate syntax notation: o.m()
denotes a synchronous invocation of some method m on an object o, while
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o<-m() expresses an asynchronous invocation. Objects owned by distinct actors
can access each other through far references. These are references that span
different actors and only allow asynchronous communication. Any message
that is sent via an object's far reference is enqueued in the message queue of
the object's actor, waiting to be processed.
Figure 2.2 illustrates AmbientTalk actors as communication event loops.
Two actors are shown and each has an event loop, message queue and one
or more hosted objects. When some object A sends a message to an object B,
the message is enqueued in the message queue of B, where it is processed by
B's event loop.

Figure 2.2: AmbientTalk actors as communicating event loops.
In AmbientTalk, asynchronous messages can be sent between objects owned
by the same actor (via a local reference), or by different actors (via a far
reference). In both cases, messages are added to the owner's message queue
and processed in a serial order. Parameter passing between objects within the
same actor, regardless from being invoked synchronously or asynchronously, is
achieved by reference. Inter-actor communication, however, requires objects
to be passed by far reference. This implies that, upon passing an object as
argument, a far reference to this object is exchanged instead. Strings, integers
and isolates are passed by copy. Isolates are a special kind of object and differ
from regular objects in a way that they are isolated from their surrounding lexical
scope.
To illustrate asynchronous message passing, consider again the AgoraM flea
market example. In this context, each mobile device resembles an AmbientTalk
virtual machine consisting of a single actor. When two such actors detect each
other in the ad hoc network, they exchange their demand and supply items.
When a matching item is found, the potential buyer asks for the seller's contact
details, passing along its own contact details. Given that adItem denotes the far
reference to the item in which the buyer is interested, the contact details of the
supplier can be requested as shown in Listing 2.2.
def contactFut := adItem<-getContactInfo(myContact);

Listing 2.2: Requesting contact details via asynchronous message passing.
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Since asynchronous communication implies non-blocking behavior, an asynchronous method invocation immediately returns a future. Essentially, a future
can be used to retrieve the return value of a method invocation as soon as it
has been remotely computed; meanwhile, it serves as a placeholder. When
a future obtains its value, it is said to be resolved. In AmbientTalk, futures
allow asynchronous message invocations to be sent to them while still being
unresolved. Those messages are buffered and eventually forwarded to the
resolved value. The effect of this is that futures can be chained, forming
asynchronous pipelines of messages. In addition, AmbientTalk allows to register
an observer on a future such that an asynchronous notification is triggered when
this future becomes resolved. In Listing 2.3, the contact details of the user that
has supplied the found item, can be printed to the screen upon contactFut being
resolved.
when: contactFut becomes: { | contactInfo |
system.println("Found item, contact: " + contactInfo);
};

Listing 2.3: Printing contact details when contactFut is resolved.
The when:becomes: construct takes a future and a block closure as arguments. A block closure is syntactic sugar for an anonymous function and is
constructed by means of the syntax {| arg | body}, in which | arg | can be omitted
if the block does not require any parameters. In Listing 2.3, the closure passed as
argument to becomes: represents a delayed computation. Being so, the moment
contactFut is resolved, this closure gets executed. The requested contact details
are bound to the contactInfo parameter.

2.3.2 Distributed Programming in AmbientTalk
So far, we have seen that a far reference to a remote object can either be
obtained by parameter-passing or as return value from inter-actor message
sends. However, a third approach involves to make the object available for
discovery to other actors in the network. To establish this, an actor must
explicitly export the object to the network by means of a type tag. Type tags
are a lightweight classification mechanism, used to categorize objects explicitly
by means of a nominal type. In AmbientTalk, type tags are used to classify an
object according to some abstract types, or to provide an intensional description
of what kind of services an object may provide to other objects in the network.
A type tag is defined by using the deftype keyword. It can be a subtype of one
or more other type tags, and one object may be tagged with multiple type tags
at the same time. The type tags of an object cannot be changed once they are
attached.
In AgoraM, when a user offers an item for other users to buy, this item object
gets exported to the network. This is established by means of the type tag stored
in the advertised item's category field. The code excerpt in Listing 2.4 shows the
implementation of the placeSupply method.
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def placeSupply() {
def pub := export: self as: self.category;
pub;
};

Listing 2.4: Exporting an item object to the network.
Generally, the export:as: construct takes as arguments the object to export,
and a type tag under which it can be discovered. Invoking this function returns
an object that can be used to take the exported object back offline. In Listing 2.4,
this would be achieved by invoking pub.cancel().
AmbientTalk provides language constructs to subscribe on a particular type
tag and to discover objects of this type across the network. When an object
of this type is detected, a notification is triggered to all subscribers. In the
ubiquitous flea market example, this occurs when a user places a demand for a
certain item, as shown in Listing 2.5. Upon invocation, the placeDemand method
subscribes to the category type tag in order to be notified when a new item
becomes available.
def placeDemand() {
def sub := whenever: category discovered: { |adItem|
def contactFut := adItem<-getContactInfo(myContact);
...
};
sub;
};

Listing 2.5: Discovering an item object across the network.
The whenever:discovered: function takes as arguments the type tag for which
a subscription should be installed, and a block closure that is executed upon
discovering a matching object. Inside this closure, the adItem parameter is
bound to the far reference of the found item object. Similar to the export:as:
construct, the discovery mechanism returns an object whose cancel() method
allows to unsubscribe from a particular type tag.

2.4

Reflective Programming in AmbientTalk

In this section, we explore the meta-level infrastructure of AmbientTalk. This
is important because in the remainder of this thesis, we heavily rely on this
infrastructure to achieve our goal of managing the object soup in mobile ad hoc
networks. The AmbientTalk meta-level infrastructure is based upon the notion of
mirrors [46]. Mirrors are meta-objects that can be used to perform introspection,
invocation, self-modification and intercession. Introspection is the ability for a
program to dynamically examine the properties of some base-level object. Selfmodification allows a program to modify its structure, while invocation implies
that base-level operations can be constructed and executed on the fly. Finally,
intercession allows a program to change its own behavior. In essence, a mirror
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represents the object upon which it reflects, as a collection of slots. A slot binds
a name to a method; fields are represented as a pair of accessor and mutator
slots.
In AmbientTalk, a distinction is made between implicit and explicit mirrors:
• Explicit mirrors enable introspection, invocation and self-modification. A
program can benefit from this behavior by invoking the appropriate methods on an object or actor's explicit mirror. For instance, mirror.listSlots()
returns a list of all slots that have been declared in some base-level object
that is mirrored by mirror.
• Implicit mirrors enable intercession by providing programs the ability to
specialize the appropriate methods of such implicit mirror. For instance,
providing a custom implementation for mirror.print() allows to specify how
the base-level object associated with some mirror object, is printed to the
screen.
In the remainder of this section, we cover explicit and implicit reflection in the
context of both objects as actors.

2.4.1 Explicit Reflection on Objects
A program can obtain an explicit mirror on an object by means of the reflect:
construct. This is illustrated by the code excerpt in Listing 2.6, which depicts how
an explicit mirror is obtained on an instance of Item, called ticket, as presented
in Section 2.3.
def ticketMirror := (reflect: ticket);

Listing 2.6: Obtaining an explicit mirror on the ticket object.
The methods that can be invoked on an explicit mirror object can be categorized
according to different protocols:
– Structural access protocol: reify the structure of an object as a collection of slot
objects. For instance, executing ticketMirror.listSlots() returns an array of all slots
of the ticket object.
– Method invocation protocol: reify synchronous and asynchronous method
invocations. For instance, executing ticketMirror.invoke(delegate, invocation)
invokes a certain method on the ticket object.
– Object instantiation protocol: reify the act of creating new objects from existing
objects. For instance, executing ticketMirror.newInstance(arguments) causes a
new instance of the ticket object to be created.
– Type tag protocol: reify the type tags attached to an object. For instance,
executing ticketMirror.typeTags() returns an array of type tags wherewith the
ticket object is tagged.
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2.4.2 Explicit Reflection on Actors
An actor's explicit mirror can be obtained by means of the reflectOnActor()
function. Essentially, an actor's mirror represents a mirror for the event-loop
of the actor that is running the program. The code excerpt in Listing 2.7 shows
how an actor's explicit mirror object can be obtained.
def actorMirror := reflectOnActor();

Listing 2.7: Obtaining an explicit mirror on the current actor.
The explicit mirror object of an actor provides a different functionality than in
the case of objects. Its interface can be categorized according to the following
protocols:
– Message sending protocol: reify the act of sending an asynchronous message.
For instance, executing actorMirror.send(receiver,message) causes a message
to be sent asynchronously to the receiver.
– Message reception protocol: methods for accessing and modifying the actor’s
mailbox. For instance, executing actorMirror.listIncomingLetters() returns an
array of all letters currently in the mailbox.
– Service discovery protocol: reify the act of publishing local or discovering
remote objects. For instance, executing actorMirror.require(typeTag,closure)
registers a closure as a discovery event handler.

2.4.3 Implicit Reflection on Objects
To support implicit reflection on individual objects, AmbientTalk introduces the
concept of mirages. A mirage is an object whose semantics is entirely described
by its associated implicit mirror. AmbientTalk provides a defaultMirror object,
which encapsulates the default semantics of an implicit mirror. By selectively
overriding this mirror’s methods, adjustments to the default mirror's behavior
can be made. For instance, consider Listing 2.8 in which an implicit mirror is
created in order to change the way an Item object is printed. This is achieved by
overriding the mirror's print method.
def createItemMirror(base) {
extend: defaultMirror.new(base) with: {
def print() {
"Item: " + super.print()
}
}
}

Listing 2.8: Creating an implicit mirror to modify the way an object is printed.
Mirages are objects which are causally connected to a custom implicit
mirror. They are created by means of the object:mirroredBy: primitive. This
function expects two closures as arguments: an object construction closure and
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a mirror construction closure. Upon invocation, both get initialized and causally
connected to each other. The code excerpt in Listing 2.9 illustrates how the
definition of Item, as presented in Section 2.3, can be modified in order to enforce
this custom printing behavior.
def Item := object: {
def category;
def description;
def contactDetails;
def init(cat, desc, contact) { ... };
...
} mirroredBy: { |base| createItemMirror(base) }

Listing 2.9: Applying custom printing behavior on Item.
In addition to the protocol methods applicable on explicit mirrors, implicit
mirrors can also override the methods of an object marshalling protocol. This
protocol reifies the act of marshalling and unmarshalling objects when they
are passed to another actor, and consists of two methods: pass reifies object
serialization and is invoked when the object leaves the actor. resolve reifies
object deserialization and is invoked when an object has just crossed an actor
boundary.

2.4.4

Implicit Reflection on Actors

Implicit mirrors on actors allow the programmer to provide custom implementations for the protocol methods of an explicit actor mirror. Such mirror am is
installed by invoking reflectOnActor().becomeMirroredBy: am. We do not cover
any such example as this would lead us to far.

2.5

Conclusion

Developing mobile applications is substantially complicated because programmers need to deal with both volatile connections and zero infrastructure. The
ambient-oriented programming paradigm eliminates those difficulties by incorporating network failures and concurrency races at the heart of its programming
model. Although it identifies a set of principles for the development of mobile ad
hoc applications, it does not allow to organize the distributed object graph.
AmbientTalk is a distributed, object-oriented programming language and has
adopted this ambient programming model. Its concurrency model is based
on event loops and is spawn by actors. Actors are capable of discovering
each other's presence and are resilient to intermittent disconnections of their
communication partners. In addition, AmbientTalk's meta-level infrastructure is
based on mirrors and enables introspection, invocation, self-modification and
intercession. This is important because in the remainder of this thesis, we
heavily rely on this infrastructure to build abstractions that allow aliases to be
detected and managed in ambient-oriented applications.
In Chapter 3, we provide an overview of previous work regarding aliasing.
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CHAPTER 3
Related Work
In this thesis, we propose a reflective framework for controlling aliasing in a
distributed environment. Aliasing is a general problem that may affect the
correctness of a program as explained in Section 1.1. In this chapter, we provide
an overview of related work that tackles these problems.

3.1 Introduction
Over the years, many strategies have been introduced to deal with the problem of
aliasing. A simple solution might consist of preventing the existence of aliases
such that they cannot cause any harm. An early programming language that has
inherently adopted this approach is Euclid [37]. Euclid is an imperative language
in which each language feature that gives rise to aliases has been reconsidered,
hereby imposing the minimum restrictions necessary to avoid them. This
approach was quickly found to be too restrictive [54] and has therefore been
abandoned.
Name protection enables to control the existence of aliases in a primitive way
and is adopted by most mainstream object-oriented programming languages
like Java and C++. Name protection involves access modes such as private
and protected, and allows to control how variable and method names can be
used within the program. However, this only restricts access to variables and
method names, not to their corresponding value or closure. For instance, name
protection does not prevent the value of a private variable from being exposed
via some public getter method. Instead, it only prohibits this variable from being
directly accessed from the outside. This kind of restrictions is insufficient to
enforce proper alias management because it cannot prevent an internal object
from being leaked outside its aggregate object.
In general, aliasing is seen as a fundamental problem (in object-oriented
programming) and its existence is well accepted. More specialized techniques
are therefore necessary to enforce alias management in a way that aliases
can be fully taken care of. In this spirit, several attempts have been made to
address and solve the problems caused by aliasing. The remainder of this
chapter presents an overview of various systems and techniques that tackle
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these problems. Based on the influential paper of Hogg et al. [32], we assume
that aliasing management involves the following aspects:
• Alias detection determines when aliases (potentially) appear, either statically or dynamically.
• Alias advertisement represents the ability to specify the aliasing properties
of methods by means of annotations.
• Alias prevention prohibits aliases from existing or minimizes their effects.
• Alias control allows aliases under certain conditions to be exposed to
some part of the program.
However, some proposals cover more than one of these aspects at the same
time. It makes perfect sense, for instance, to have a system that prevents aliases
in some part of the program, while in another part, aliases are controlled in a way
that the ones that do occur, cannot access those parts of the program where
aliases are forbidden.
In this chapter, we survey a range of systems in the context of alias management. We classify them in four categories based on the aforementioned aspects.
Section 3.2 covers the detection of aliases, both from a static as a dynamic point
of view. Systems dealing with the advertisement of aliases are presented in
Section 3.3. Preventing aliases is the subject of Section 3.4. Section 3.5 presents
several systems that allow to control aliases. A general conclusion is drawn in
Section 3.6.

3.2

Alias Detection

Alias detection typically detects aliases through static (compile-time) or dynamic (run-time) techniques. However, full statical alias detection has proven to
be impossible because computing precise alias information is NP-Hard [38, 53].
Systems adopting this approach are therefore required to apply conservative
approximations. In practice, statical detection of aliases may be useful for
compilers to generate more efficient code [23].
Dynamic alias detection enables to detect aliases at run-time. Some objectoriented programming languages like C++ enable this functionality in a primitive
way through object identity comparison. Since each object has a unique identity,
it can be dynamically checked whether two variables point to the same object via
a pointer identity operation. When this is the case, the object can be accessed
in two ways and involves an alias.
Another way to dynamically determine the existence of aliases is by means of
reflection. As described in Section 1.2, reflection is a way to dynamically examine
and modify the structure and behavior of an object from meta-level. Recall from
Section 2.4 that reflection can be further refined in four categories according to
the kind of reasoning it allows: introspection, self-modification, invocation and
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intercession. Reflection has been adopted in various object-oriented languages
(e.g. AmbientTalk, Java, CLOS, Smalltalk), although they differ greatly in terms
of the reflective support they convey. The AmbientTalk reflective infrastructure
has been described in Section 2.4 and builds upon a mirror-based architecture
as presented in [14].
In Java, reflection is accommodated by the java.lang.reflect package [42]
and allows introspection and invocation. Although Java does not support
self-modification and intercession, these mechanisms can be approximated by
means of dynamic proxies added to Java 1.3 [41]. A similar approach can be
adopted for Javascript [58].
CLOS provides an advanced metaobject protocol (MOP) that enables to
specify a metacircular definition for the CLOS system [34, 51]. This supports
introspection, self-modification, invocation as well as intercession. Note that
also AmbientTalk's mirrors implement such protocol, though the difference is
that AmbientTalk’s protocol is object-based rather than class-based as in the
case of CLOS.
In Smalltalk, reflection is established through metaclasses which allow to
specify the class behavior [24]. Basically, in Smalltalk, each objects is an instance
of a class, which in turn, is an object itself. Every class is an instance of a unique
metaclass which defines the behavior of this class and its instances. Invoking
methods on this class enables to retrieve meta-information.
Depending on the meta-level infrastructure, the programmer might be capable to reflectively capture aliases by (manually) examining the program code at
run-time. However, to the best of our knowledge, no existing reflective system
currently provides explicit support for detecting and interception aliases as such.

3.3

Alias Advertisement

Since full statical alias detection has proven to be impossible, it might be
beneficial to narrow alias detection down on a per method base. By annotating
methods in terms of their resulting aliasing properties, static analysis can be
established in a modular way. For instance, a particular method can advertise
that aliases are not entitled to be exposed from within the method body or that
the actual arguments cannot be aliases themselves.
Contract-based programming [40] is a software methodology in which restrictions on methods can be expressed in the form of contracts. Contracts are
specified in terms of a pre and post condition. Their correctness is statically
guaranteed through program verification, or dynamically by means of contract
monitoring. Access Permission Contracts [50] is a contract-based system that
allows programmers to annotate methods with a set of read and write access
paths. Such path specifies the location of a certain variable in the object topology. In essence, permission contracts facilitate alias advertisement by allowing
a contract to express which variables can be accessed and modified from within
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the method it is associated with. By (statically) verifying all contracts, it is
ensured that the program behaves correctly. Note that permissions contracts by
itself do not prevent aliases from existing. Instead, they only forbid the traversal
of paths leading to such alias. Contracts are therefore only capable of ensuring
that an alias cannot be accessed from within a certain method. To illustrate the
usage of access permissions contracts in general, consider Listing 3.1 in which
a redirectTo function in Javascript is shown that redirects a window organizer to
a given url.
/∗ (string) −> undefined with [window.location] ∗/
function redirectTo(url) { window.location = url; }

Listing 3.1: Permission contracts in Javascript.
As shown in Listing 3.1, a contract is specified between special comment
brackets /* ... */. The part before with defines the type signature, indicating that
the redirectTo function takes a single string as argument and does not return
any value. In the subsequent of the contract, an access permission is specified
expressing which variables may be accessed and/or modified. Here, it is stated
that location is the only variable that can be reached during the execution of
redirectTo. Access to any other object is denied.
Effect systems [25] allows to specify the computational effects that are
permitted during the execution of a program. The kind of effects that can be
expressed depends on the system and may include, for instance, the reading and
writing of the program's state. Effects are collected for regions which comprise
a set of objects. In [28], Greenhouse et Boyland propose an effect system for
Java that provides a set of annotations for declaring permitted effects in method
headers. For each method, the read and write effect describes which variables
can be respectively accessed and modified. This enables to keep statically track
of aliases because it can be specifed whether they are allowed to be accessed
and modified, or not. Expressing the redirectTo function from Listing 3.1 in Java
code, hereby applying the annotations from [28], results in the code excerpt
shown in Listing 3.2.
class WindowOrganizer {
private String location;
public void redirectTo(String url)
reads nothing writes this.location {
this.location = url;
}
}

Listing 3.2: Effect system in Java.
In Listing 3.2, all functionality of the window organizer is brought together
in a WindowOrganizer class. A private variable location is defined to hold the
location to which should be redirected. Inside the redirectTo method, an effect is
declared which specifies that location is modified upon execution; no variables
are accessed.
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The effect system described in [28] also introduces the unshared annotation.
This annotation explicitly deals with aliases and operates as a modifier on
field declarations. Unshared fields have the semantics of unique fields, which
guarantee that they cannot have aliases upon being read. Enforcement of this
annotation leads to alias prevention, as described in the next section.

3.4

Alias Prevention

Alias prevention imposes that aliases cannot exist in a particular context. Harms
et Weide [30] made an early effort by questioning the conventional use of the
assignment operator. They proposed to replace the copying behavior of the
assignment operator by a swapping operation that exchanges the bindings of
its two sides. By avoiding the copying of references, also aliases are obviously
avoided. However, the problem with this swapping is that polymorphic, strongtypes object-oriented languages cannot cope with it, as explained in [45].
Preventing aliases intrinsically means that at each point in time, only a
sole reference to a particular object can exist. This approach is well adopted
and is described in section 3.4.1. In addition, rather than preventing aliases
from existing, immutability prevents that aliases can cause harm by prohibiting
mutate operations. This is covered in Section 3.4.2.

3.4.1

Uniqueness

The notion of uniqueness implies that only a sole reference to a particular object
can exist. This ensures that the object can be unrestrictedly modified without
causing harm to any other object. This is motivated by the fact that, since no
aliases are guaranteed to exist, other objects can simply not be affected by such
modifications. In this context, it is important to keep the difference in mind
between reference and alias: a reference conceptually denotes the location of
the object it points to and is created exactly one time at the moment the object is
declared; an alias is a clone of this reference and is created along the execution.
Consider Section 4.1 for a more detailed overview.
In literature, a number of systems supporting uniqueness have been proposed: Islands [31], Eiffel* [45], Balloons [5], Alias Burying [11] and External
Uniqueness [15].
Islands [31] provides a mechanism to isolate a group of closely-related
objects, called an island, from other objects. A unique annotation on such
object's interface enforces that no reference can exist outside the boundaries
of its island. Eiffel* [45] extends the Eiffel programming language with support
for explicitly specifying variables as unique pointers. Both Islands and Eiffel*
ensure uniqueness via destructive reads. Basically, they provide support for
unique variables which are either empty, or else, their value is the sole reference
to an object. Such variable can only be accessed with a destructive read causing
the variable to be atomically nullified after its value is obtained. In this way,
uniqueness is ensured at all times.
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Destructive reads increase complexity because the program must be prepared for the fact that the unique variable may already be set to null [12, 11].
As such, aliasing errors make place for pointer errors. In addition, destructive
reads change the semantics of a programming language because a method
or procedure may appear to have more side-effects than it conceptually performs. For this reason, systems like Islands and Eiffel* weaken their uniqueness
property. They allow unique references to be borrowed such that so-called
dynamic aliases are permitted for a limited lexical scope. Dynamic aliases are
aliases that are caused by a short-lived, stack allocated variable resembling
either a receiver, parameter, local variable, or return value. This is in contrast to
static aliases which are caused by a long-lived variable resembling an object's
instance variable or global variable. Basically, borrowing a unique reference
temporary breaks the uniqueness property as a dynamic alias is created for the
duration of the borrowing. Methods can be written to take borrowed receivers or
parameters, though the corresponding dynamic aliases can only be copied into
other local variables or parameters; they can never be stored in a global field. At
the end of the borrowing, uniqueness is automatically restored.
Alias Burying [11] eliminates the need for destructive reads by making all
aliases to a unique field undefined (`buried') as soon as the field is read. Alias
burying can be checked by a static analyzer such that the underlying language
semantics do not need to be changed. If analysis succeeds, aliases at run-time
are indeed unique.
Balloons [5] provide a mechanism in which instances of a balloon type
have the only reference to any object reachable from it. Both Balloons and
Islands ensure full encapsulation. This means that any reference is prohibited
from crossing the encapsulation boundary. Therefore, objects inside an Island
or Balloon are fully encapsulated and can never be exposed to the outside.
Although this ensures that no aliasing problems ever arise, it is simply too
restrictive for some programming idioms. For instance, an object cannot be a
member of two independent lists at the same time if either one of them is fully
encapsulated [33].
External Uniqueness [15] distinguishes between external and internal references. The idea is that an externally unique reference is the sole reference to an
aggregate from outside the aggregate. Internal references can exist as many as
possible. Because they are not permitted to escape the encapsulation boundary,
internal references are considered to be unharmful.
Linear Types [59] brings uniqueness to functional languages through a type
system based on Girard’s linear logic [26]. Values belonging to a linear type must
be used exactly once and cannot be duplicated or destroyed. Values of nonlinear types are not restricted and may be aliased.
More recent work has proposed a capability-based system to impose uniqueness [29]. Generally, in a capability-based system, access to an object is
expressed through capabilities and only by holding the right capabilities an
object can be accessed. A programming language that employs capabilities
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at the heart of its programming model is E [44, 43]. The system proposed in
[29] combines capability-checking with external uniqueness and distinguishes
between a unique and a borrowed object. The difference is that a unique object
comes with a capability that enables to consume the object, while a borrowed
object does not need such capability. Note that consuming a capability means
that the capability can only be used once. The proposed system is formalized
and proven to be sound. It has also been implemented as an extension to the
Scala programming language.

3.4.2 Immutability
Another approach for alias prevention involves the restriction of objects from
being mutated. If an object is immutable such that its state cannot be changed,
then sharing this object is always benign [39]. However, enforcing immutability
does actually not prevent aliases from existing. Rather it simply prevents the
harmful effects they may cause.
Immutability can be determined at three different levels [61]:
• Class immutability. A class can be declared to be immutable such that
each instance of this class automatically becomes immutable.
• Object immutability. An object can be declared to be immutable such that
all mutations on the object's state are prohibited. All references to this
object are automatically enforced to be read-only.
• Reference immutability. An object can be referred to by a read-only reference, on which mutate methods are not allowed to be invoked. However,
other references can exist that do not impose this restriction.
Java supports a primitive kind of immutability by means of the final keyword.
This can be applied in the context of classes, methods and variables. A final
class cannot be subclassed and differentiates from class immutability in a way
that it does not impose restrictions on the mutability of its instances. Final
methods cannot be overridden in subclasses and final variables can only be
initialized once, either in the constructor or through assignment. However, this
does neither lead to object or reference immutability because it does not restrict
the operations that can be applied inside a method or on a variable's value. For
example, if a final variable a holds an object obj as value, then it is not possible
to change the value of a by another object. However, mutate operations on obj
are still permitted and might affect the final object in which a resides. In C++, the
const type qualifier can be circumvented in a similar way. Generally, this kind of
immutability is said to be non-transitive.
Javari [57, 9] extends Java with a type system that offers support for readonly references. Interesting to Javari is that it enforces immutability for the entire
transitively reachable state of an object. That is to say, the state of the object
itself and all states reachable by following references through its (non-static)
fields.
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In [6], Arnaud et al. propose read-only references for dynamically typed
languages. Its semantics are closely related to the ones in Javari. The main
difference is that reference immutability cannot be statically checked because
of the open-world assumption in which code can be constantly added and
modified. In the proposed solution, read-only references are implemented as
transparent proxies, in which mutate methods raise an exception upon being
invoked.
Java with Transitive Access Control (JAC) [35] encodes an access control
based model for statically typed languages. It proposes readonly types to
enable transitive protection of immutable references. Islands [31] also supports
immutability by providing a read mode for variables. However, because islands
do not support read mode values being stored in an object's instance variable,
read modes are found to be too restrictive. Finally, Immutability Generic Java [61]
expresses immutability in Java without changing its syntax, but solely by relying
on Java’s generics and annotation mechanisms. Support is provided for class,
object, and reference immutability such that immutability constraints need to
be expressed on both objects and references. As such, objects can be either
mutable or immutable; references can be immutable, mutable, or readOnly.
Joe3 [49] integrates both uniqueness and immutability into a single programming language. It offers external uniqueness as well as class, object and
reference immutability. Joe3 also supports fractional permissions [13], which
enable a mutable unique reference to be converted into several immutable
references for a limited scope.

3.5

Alias Control

In some cases, alias prevention might be too restrictive for tackling the undesirable effects of aliasing. In order to establish proper alias control, restrictions
others than uniqueness and immutability should be able to be enforced. In this
section, we describe various systems that allow to express (implicitly) how and
when aliases can be exposed to certain parts of the program. This is clearly
a flexible approach, though it often creates syntactic overhead and makes the
program difficult to reason about [52].
Establishing alias control requires that objects should be able to enforce
a particular aliasing policy. Such policy determines how an object can be
aliased and which access and modification restrictions are imposed upon.
Flexible Alias Protection [33] serves as a basis for many such aliasing control
policies and proposes an alias-protected container in which all objects are either
representation or argument objects.
• Representation objects are private and not accessible from outside the
container. Within the container, no specific constraints on the objects are
imposed, apart that they cannot be exposed to the outside. No reference
outside the container to a representation object can ever exist.
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• Argument object are publicly accessible from outside the container, although they should be treated as being immutable (i.e. the container
cannot rely on their mutable state).
In order to deal with both kind of objects in the program code, Flexible
Alias Protection proposes aliasing modes which are syntactically similar to type
keywords. Aliasing modes need to be explicitly taken care of by the programmer
and allow the program to be statically verified.
In contrast to full encapsulation as presented in Section 3.4.1, Flexible Alias
Protection enables (argument) objects to cross the encapsulation boundary in
a way that only their immutable state can be accessed upon. However, this is
too constraining to support constructs like iterators. For example, consider an
iterator of a list. In the spirit of Flexible Alias Protection, this iterator should be
either a representation object or argument object. If the iterator is implemented
as a representation object, it cannot be used from outside its representation
exposure; if the iterator is implemented as an argument object, it can be exposed,
though it should be treated to be immutable. It is clear that neither of the two
modes provide the right semantics to express the functionality of an iterator.

3.5.1 Ownership Types
Over the years, many ownership type systems have been described [17, 10, 16,
22, 18, 21, 48]. Ownership types were initially proposed by Clarke et al. in [17]
and represent a statically enforceable way of specifying object encapsulation
in terms of object ownership. The idea is that an object can own the objects it
depends on, preventing these objects from being accessed and/or modified from
outside the owner's encapsulation boundary. A context is the set of objects with
the same owner.
Ownership type systems can be characterized by two properties: either they
employ the owner-as-dominator property or the owner-as-modifier property.
The former denotes that the owner of an object completely controls how the
objects it owns, are being accessed and modified. Systems that have adopted
this property are: [17, 10, 16, 48]. However, since merely accessing objects
does not cause any harm, as described in Section 3.4.2, the owner-as-modifier
property weakens this property by putting no restrictions on access operations;
modifications still require to pass the owner of the object. A system that has
adopted this property is Universes [22, 18]. Generic Universe Types [21] proposes
a more general variant of such universes.
Ownership Types for Object Encapsulation [10] proposes a variant on ownership types as they were presented in [17]. Its main contributions is that it
weakens the imposed encapsulation restrictions in a way that inner class objects
obtain privileged access to the representations of their corresponding outer
class objects. This approach allows programmers to express constructs like
iterators and yet preserve correctness.
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Ownership types were designed for statically typed object-oriented languages in which a type system enables to statically verify the encapsulation
constraints that were enforced by ownership types. A number of works introduce
the notion of ownership in dynamically typed languages. Dynamic Object
Ownership [48] presents an explicit, run-time model for Flexible Alias Protection.
This is established for each object independently by storing its owner into a
dedicated owner field. This information is then used to check the validity of
each message that is being sent. Dynamic ownership checking is applied in
ConstraintedJava [27], a scripting language based on BeanShell [47].
In [16], Clarke et al. have investigated the application of ownership types
in the context of active object-based concurrency. They have proposed a
combination of ownership-based techniques (i.e. immutability, uniqueness) that
can identify the boundaries of active objects. The proposed language constructs
provide minimal ownership and are statically verifiable.
Despite their potential, ownership types are too weak to express many
important aliasing constraints. At the same time however, they are too restrictive
to express many useful programming idioms (i.e. an iterator). These limitations
come from the fact that ownership types serve a twofold purpose at the same
time: they provide a mechanism for dividing objects into hierarchical groups, as
well as a policy for constraining references between objects in those groups.
Ownership Domains [2] provides a more flexible approach for alias control than
ownership types. This is established in the context of domains, which denote a
logically related set of objects. Ownership domains decouple alias control policy
from the ownership mechanism. This is achieved in two ways:
• Ownership is generalized in a way that programmers can specify multiple
ownership domains for each object. This is clearly less restrictive than in
the case of ownership types in which, conceptually, an object only belongs
to one particular domain.
• Programmers can specify the permitted aliases between each pair of
domains. This makes that a program can be divided into multiple components and express a policy that determines how those components can
interact. This is less restrictive than in the case of ownership types in which
an aliasing policy is hard-wired into the ownership mechanism.
Ownership domains clearly bring more flexibility to the programmer than
traditional ownership type systems because they can be used to statically
enforce the owners-as-dominators property. In addition, they supports more
flexible alias control policies that enable to express idioms like iterators. A
drawback, however, is that the need to explicitly express an alias control policy
involves more syntactic overhead than in the case of regular ownership type
systems.
In the spirit of ownership domains, Permission-Based Ownership [36] proposes Fown , a formal language in which access permission between domains
can be expressed. In this context, ownership domains represent a collection of references, functions and existential packages. Permissions resemble
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predicates that are associated with such references. Two kinds of access
permissions can be expressed between domains: the permission to create
references, functions and existential packages in another domain, and the
permission to dereference references, call functions and unpack packages in
another domain.
In general, a permission-based language enables permissions to describe
how an object may be aliased and which aliases may read or write to the object.
An example of a permission-based language is Plaid [3]. Besides permissions,
Plaid also supports Typestate-Oriented Programming [4]. This is a extension to
the object paradigm in which objects are not only modeled in terms of classes,
but also in terms of changing state. As such, an object can consecutively be
in a different state and each state has its own interface in which methods,
upon invocation, may transition the object into another state. This essentially
resembles the behavior of a state machine.
A typical example in literature to illustrate the usage of typestate consists
of a File in terms of OpenFile and ClosedFile states. Consider Listing 3.3 for the
implementation of such file in Plaid.
state File {
public final String filename;
}
state OpenFile extends File {
private CFilePtr filePtr;
public int read() { ... }
public void close() [OpenFile>>ClosedFile] { ... }
}
state ClosedFile extends File {
public void open() [ClosedFile>>OpenFile] { ... }
}

Listing 3.3: Typestates in Plaid.
In Listing 3.3, states are declared by the state keyword. A state declaration
is similar to a regular class declaration, except that the state of an object may
change over time as the object evolves. A general File state holds a filename and
is extended by both the OpenFile and ClosedFile states. In the OpenFile state a file
can be read and closed. Upon invoking the close method, the object transitions
into the CloseFile state. This transition is expressed by [OpenFile>>ClosedFile].
The only available operation in the CloseFile state is to open the file again.
Invoking this method results in another state transition, bringing the object back
in the OpenFile state.
Typestate-oriented programming can be statically verified in order to ensure
that an object's interface is used correctly. In literature, this is referred to as
typestate checking. It involves that each invocation is verified in the context of
the state wherein the state checker assumes an object to be in. This current state
is determined by statically tracking state transitions along method invocations.
However, aliasing makes it notoriously difficult to maintain an overview of these
transitions because aliases may lead to unexpected state changes.
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Plural [7, 8] is a modular typestate checker for Java-like object-oriented
languages that allows to check realistic object-oriented programs. Being modular means that it is possible to check the code of one method at a time,
using only the specifications of other objects. Typestate checking in Plural is
accomplished by using access permissions. As introduced earlier, these are
predicates associated with references, describing the abstract state of such
reference and the ways in which it may be aliased. In Plural, permissions are
used to express both uniqueness and immutability in order to prevent aliases
(or at least their effects). This ensures that the compiler can keep track of the
degree of possible aliasing and use this reasoning to safely determine the state
in which the program currently is in. Plaid has adopted this model to enforce its
typestate checking.

3.6

Conclusion

This chapter has surveyed various systems and software engineering techniques for alias management. The given overview is based upon four categories,
as specified in [32]. In the conclusion of this work, it is stated that:
``Aliasing must be detected when it occurs, advertised when it is possible,
prevented where it is not wanted and controlled where it is needed.''
This is the strategy that we follow and want to investigate for ambient-oriented
applications. Based on the analysis of the related work, we draw four conclusions:
1. Aliases can be detected through static or dynamic techniques. Full statical alias detection, however, has proven to be impossible. In some
languages, dynamic alias detecting aliases can be established by object
identity comparison. A more pragmatic solution involves exploiting the
reflective infrastructure of a programming languages in order to monitor
the execution of a program upon aliasing.
2. Alias advertisement denotes the specification of aliasing properties at the
level of methods. In contract-based programming, such properties can be
implicitly expressed through contracts. Effect systems enable to specify
the computational effects of a program and can be used to express which
aliases can be reached from within a certain method.
3. Alias prevention encompasses both uniqueness and immutability. Uniqueness ensures alias-free references such that mutate operations on the
associated object do not cause any harm. Immutability prevents an object
from being mutated and implies that sharing such object is benign.
4. Most research has been done in the field of alias control. Flexible Alias
Protection enforces a distinct aliasing policy for representation or argument objects. In the same manner, ownership types provide a statically
enforceable way of specifying object encapsulation in terms of object
ownership. This enables to fully control access and mutate operations on
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the object. Finally, typestate-oriented programming has been presented
as a way to represent objects in terms of state machines.
In this work, we propose run-time alias detection by exploiting reflection.
Recall from Section 1.2 that this approach has been chosen because static
alias detection does not scale with mobile ad hoc applications. We combine
alias prevention and alias control by introducing ownership types for ambientoriented programming which can enforce uniqueness and immutability on remote references. Although the infrastructure we propose in this work can also
enforce alias advertisement, this is outside the scope of this dissertation. We
will further discuss this in Section 8.2.
In Chapter 4, we extend the meta-level infrastructure of AmbientTalk with
a framework that provides the foundations to enforce alias management. This
framework is capable of satisfying the four aforementioned characteristics.
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CHAPTER 4
Alias Management
Through Behavioral Type Tags
The goal of this thesis is to manage aliases in ambient-oriented applications.
As introduced in Section 3.1, alias management denotes a software technique
that addresses the detection, advertisement, prevention and control of aliases.
To enforce this in an ambient setting, a first step involves alias detection. This
is important, because in order to impose aliasing properties, full awareness of
all aliases in the system is required. However, Section 3.2 has shown that
alias detection is hard to achieve. This is even more difficult in a distributed
environment, in which aliases do not only exist locally, but are also being spread
across the network.
Due to the dynamic nature of mobile ad-hoc networks, alias detection can
only be established at run-time, hinting for a reflective approach to be employed.
Since in this thesis, alias management for ambient-oriented applications is
explored in the context of AmbientTalk, the meta-level infrastructure of AmbientTalk --as described in Section 2.4-- is being exploited. However, no support
for explicitly detecting aliases is available. To this end, we propose an extension
to AmbientTalk's meta-level layer by providing a framework for detecting and
intercepting the creation of aliases. Throughout the remainder of this thesis,
we will use this framework as a foundation to enforce more advanced aliasing
properties. To our knowledge, offering such explicit meta-level support for alias
detection has not been explored before (in distributed programming).
In this chapter, we first investigate the ways in which aliases can be created,
both locally and remotely. This is important because our proposed framework
should cover all possible cases in order to be fully operational. Next, we present
the notion of behavioral type tags which serves as a way to apply this framework
in AmbientTalk. We present an object graph inspector and ownership domains
as case studies to illustrate their expressiveness. Finally, we describe the
methodology for implementing behavioral type tags in AmbientTalk.
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4.1 Towards Detecting Aliases
Before determining the operations that cause the creation of an alias, it should
be pointed out what distinguishes an alias from an object's reference. Although
both conceptually represent a pointer to an object, some subtle differences are
listed in Table 4.1.
Reference

Alias

-

Denotes the initial pointer
to an object

-

Denotes a clone of
an object's reference

-

Created at the moment of
the object declaration

-

Created during the execution
of the program

-

Only a single reference
can exist

-

Unlimited number of aliases
can exist

Table 4.1: Distinction between a reference and an alias.
It can be observed from Table 4.1 that references are much easier to detect
than aliases: references are simply the result of an object declaration, while
aliases can be created in various ways, sometimes even implicitly without the
programmer being aware of it (e.g. via parameter passing). In general, an
alias is created along the executing of an operation on some object. Enforcing
alias detection therefore requires to observe which operations can be performed
upon having an object's reference or alias. This obviously depends on the
programming model that has been employed and requires to distinguish a local
from a distributed environment. In this spirit, a distinction should be made
between local and remote aliases: a local alias is an alias referring to a local
object, while a remote alias is an alias that refers to a remote object somewhere
across the network.
Notice that from a high-level point of view, often no distinction is made
between an object's reference and its actual value. This means that by stating
that some object is bound to a variable, it actually means that the object's
reference is bound to this variable.
The remainder of this section describes which operations can be performed
on an object, both from a local and remote point of view. This overview serves
as the foundation to determine which language features cause the creation of
aliases and which elements can be distinguished upon.

4.1.1 Local Aliases
Local aliases are created as the result of performing operations on objects in a
local context. That is to say, an operation is entirely executed locally and along its
execution an alias is created. By covering all operations that can be performed
on an object in a local context, it can be determined which operations cause the
creation of a local alias. Observing these operations at run-time yields adequate
local alias detection.
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In general, having a reference or an alias to some local object enables to
perform six operations on the object:
• Enforcing a method invocation on the object
• Accessing the fields of the object
• Passing the object as return value of a method
• Parameter passing the object in a method invocation
• Binding the object to a variable
• Extending the object
We explore each case separately in order to determine whether performing such
operation causes the creation of an alias or not. Throughout this explanation,
a simple stack example in AmbientTalk is used as a way to illustrate this more
adequately. The implementation of this stack is shown in Listing 4.1
def stack := object: {
def lst := /.at.collection.list.new();
def pop(){
def first := lst.car();
lst := lst.cdr();
first
};
def push(obj){ lst := lst.add(obj) };
};

Listing 4.1: Implementation of a stack object.
In Listing 4.1, a new stack object is defined whereafter its reference is bound
to a variable stack. Inside stack, an internal list structure is defined in order to
store the stack's elements. A pop and push operations are provided: pop returns
the top element of the stack; push adds a new element to the stack.
1. Binding an object to a variable
Binding an object's reference to a variable yields the creation of a local alias. This
is because the corresponding object becomes accessible in at least two ways:
via its original reference and via the newly created alias. Consider line 1 of the
code excerpt in Listing 4.2. By binding the reference stack to another variable
aliasOfStack, a new alias is created. This causes that, besides via stack, pop and
push invocations can also be performed on the stack object via aliasOfStack.

1
2
3
4

def aliasOfStack := stack;
def anotherAliasOfStack := aliasOfStack;
def elem := object: { ... };
stack.push(elem);

Listing 4.2: Operations performed on the stack object.
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Not only binding an object's reference to a variable creates a new local alias,
also binding an already existing alias does. Consider again Listing 4.2, in which
line 2 yields the creation of a new local alias to stack by binding aliasOfStack to
some variable anotherAliasOfStack. Note that by binding an alias to a variable,
not the alias itself is being aliased, but the object to which the alias refers. At this
point, the stack object is accessible in three ways: via its reference stack and via
two aliases aliasOfStack and anotherAliasOfStack. In Figure 4.1, an overview is
shown.

Figure 4.1: Overview of the stack reference and its two aliases.
Figure 4.1 depicts a snapshot of the stack object in terms of its aliases. It
shows that the stack object can be accessed from three variables. A variable
resembling a reference is denoted by a white square, aliases by grey squares.
Upon detecting the creation of an alias as a result of binding either a reference
or another local alias, three elements can be distinguished:
• Alias: the actual local alias
• Variable: the variable to which the alias is bound
• Receiver: the object in which the corresponding alias is bound to the
specified variable
In the above stack example, the receiver of both aliases is the actor's behavior
object. This is the first object created within the actor and encapsulates all global
variables and root defined objects.
2. Parameter passing an object
By parameter passing an object in a method invocation --either by its reference
or by some alias-- a new local alias is created. The alias results from the fact
that inside the corresponding method's body, the object is bound to a formal
parameter. Essentially, parameter passing behaves similar to binding an object
to a variable. However, in the case of the former, aliases only exists for the
duration of the method invocation and are destroyed afterwards. This is in
contrast to binding an object to a variable, because in this case, aliases are kept
active until the variable gets explicitly assigned a different value. Recall from
Section 3.4.1 that this distinction is referred to by static and dynamic aliases:
– a static alias is caused by a long-lived variable resembling an object's
instance variable or global variable
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– a dynamic alias is caused by a short-lived, stack allocated variable resembling either a receiver, parameter, local variable, or return value
In line 3 and 4 of the code excerpt in Listing 4.2, some object elem is
pushed onto the stack. This causes elem's reference to be bound to the formal
parameter obj which creates an alias inside the body of push. This alias exists
because binding elem to obj is conceptually the same as binding elem to some
variable. As we have seen before, this yields the creation of an alias. This alias,
however, is a dynamic alias and only exists inside the body of push.
Upon detecting the creation of an alias as a result of parameter passing some
object obj, three elements can be distinguished:
• Alias: the local alias to obj
• Formal Parameter: the formal parameter to which the alias to obj is bound
• Receiver: the object in which the method is defined to which obj is passed
For the alias created at line 4 in Listing 4.2, the object stack is considered to be
the receiver of this alias because the invoked push method is defined inside the
body of this stack object; the formal parameter is obj.
3. Passing an object as return value of a method invocation
Returning an object as the result of a method invocation yields the creation of
a local alias. This is because, by returning an object as the result of a method
invocation, the object becomes accessible in the context of the object in which
the invocation was initiated. As an example, invoking stack.pop() on the stack
object imposes the creation of a new alias, because the elem object, that was
pushed onto the stack in Listing 4.2, now becomes accessible from outside the
stack object.
Upon detecting the creation of an alias as a result of a method invocation,
two elements can be distinguished:
• Alias: the local alias that becomes exposed
• Receiver: the object in which the invocation is triggered and in which the
aliases becomes available.
4. Enforcing a method invocation on the object
Unless an object is either parameter-passed in a method invocation or returned
as the result of an invocation, the act of invoking a method does by itself not
create a new alias. It is true that, upon executing a method body, aliases might
be created, though these are not a direct result of the invocation itself. Instead,
they are created as the result of some other operation that is initiated inside the
body of this method (e.g. binding a local variable).
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5. Extending an object
In a prototype-based language, extending an object implicitly yields the creation
of a local alias. This can be motivated by the fact that if, for instance, an
object b inherits from an object a, than b should maintain an alias to a in
order to reach its functionality and scope. Note that this differs from a classbased language in which classes are extended rather than particular objects
themselves. Depending on the programming language, extending an object is
established by passing the object to some extend function. This implies that
extending an object can be reduced to parameter passing the object in an extend
function invocation. As explained before, this yields the creation of a local alias.
6. Accessing the fields of an object
Accessing a field of some object is conceptually the same as invoking a getter
method on this field. If this value resembles an object, accessing a field can thus
be reduced to the case of returning an object as the result of a method invocation.
It has been explained before that this yields the creation of a local alias.
Conclusion
From the six operations that can be performed on a local object, three operations
have been observed to explicitly create local aliases upon execution:
1. binding an object's reference or an already existing local alias to a variable
2. parameter passing an object's reference or another already existing local
alias in a local method invocation
3. returning an object's reference or another already existing local alias as the
result of a local method invocation
Observing these operations at run-time yields adequate local alias detection.

4.1.2 Remote Aliases
In a distributed environment, the way objects can be remotely accessed depends
on the programming model that is being enforced. In a distributed objectoriented language, remote objects can be accessed through remote references.
This is a reference that spans different actors and only allows asynchronous
message passing. Essentially, each remote alias represents a remote reference
to an object. It is important to note that remote aliases involve serialization as
described in Section 2.3.2. This distinguishes them from local aliases.
Generally, remote references can be acquired in three ways:
1. Discovering an object in the network by means of service discovery
2. By parameter passing the object as argument to some remote method
invocation
3. As the result of a remote method invocation
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Discovering an object is an explicit way of acquiring a remote reference. Also,
when a method returns an object as return value and this method is invoked
remotely, a remote reference to this object is returned instead. Moreover,
passing an object as argument to some remote method invocation makes that
a remote reference to this object is passed along instead. All three cases
clearly yield the creation of a remote alias because the object becomes remotely
accessible for asynchronous communication within an actor different from the
one in which the object has been defined.
Remote alias detection requires to observe object discovery, parameter
passing and remote method invocations at run-time. Upon actually detecting
a remote alias, the object to which the remote alias points should be notified of
this alias. As a result, objects are fully aware of all remote aliases across the
network that exist to them. Two elements can be distinguished in this process:
• Alias: the actual remote alias
• Receiver: the object in which the remote alias becomes available
Once a remote alias is acquired by an object, the alias can become itself the
subject of other operations. Since a remote alias is essentially some kind of
object, it can be deduced from Section 4.1.1 that a remote alias yields, in turn,
the creation of other remote aliases. This occurs by either binding the alias to a
variable, parameter passing it or returning the alias as the result of an invocation.
Note that the two latter cases were already covered in the context of acquiring a
remote reference. When binding a remote alias to a variable, a new remote alias
is created. Three elements can be distinguished in this process:
• Alias: the actual remote alias
• Field: the field to which the remote alias is bound
• Receiver: the object in which the remote alias becomes available
Consider the code excerpt in Listing 4.3, which assumes that the stack object
from Listing 4.1 has been exported over the network with a Stack service type
tag.
when: Stack discovered: { | stackObj |
def remoteStack := stackObj;
}

Listing 4.3: New remote aliases as the result of object discovery and binding.
Listing 4.3 illustrates the discovery of a stack object. Upon discovering such
object, a first remote alias to the stack is created and denoted by stackObj. Inside
the body of when:discovered:, a second remote alias is created by binding the
stackObj remote alias to the variable remoteStack. Adequate alias detection
requires that the actual stack object becomes aware of both remote aliases.
This is clearly not trivial as the stack object resides in a different actor than
both remote aliases do. Note that, if either stackObj or remoteStack is passed
to some third actor, stack should still be aware of this, even though it did not
directly participate in this process.
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Conclusion
In general, four operations have been observed to create remote aliases upon
execution:
1. explicitly discovering an object
2. parameter passing an object's remote reference or another already existing remote alias in a (remote) method invocation
3. returning an object's remote reference or another already existing remote
alias as the result of a (remote) method invocation
4. binding an already existing remote alias to a variable
Observing these operations at run-time yields adequate remote alias detection.
Note that only object discovery is specific to remote alias detection; all other
operations are the same as in the case of local alias detection except the fact
that they are distributed.

4.2 Behavioral Type Tags
In this thesis, we propose behavioral type tags for reifying alias detection as
described in Section 4.1. Behavioral type tags are meta-level objects specially designed to detect and intercept the creation of aliases for the object to
which they are attached. Although behavioral type tags are proposed in the
context of AmbientTalk, they can be applied in any distributed object-oriented
programming language. Behavioral type tags are situated in the meta-level layer
of an object and provide explicit support for dealing with aliases at the base
level. Figure 4.2 provides an overview of the base and meta-level structure
of an AmbientTalk object in this context. Although behavioral type tags in
AmbientTalk are complementary to an object's mirror, both serve a different
purpose: behavioral type tags enable to express aliasing properties, while mirror
objects enable to perform inspection and intercession on an object.

Figure 4.2: Overview of the base and meta-level structure of an AmbientTalk
object.
By default, each object has attached a behavioral type tag, similar to fact
that each object has a mirror. A behavioral type tag is created by means of a
behavioralTypeTag: block construct which takes a code block block as argument.
Inside this block, an aliasing behavioral protocol should be implemented. This
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protocol consists of five methods and offers support for detecting the aliases of
an object, both from a local and remote point of view. Consider Table 4.2 for a
comprehensive overview of this aliasing behavioral protocol.
uponDefiningPrincipal
uponLocalAliasing

uponBindingLocalAlias
uponRemoteAliasing

uponBindingRemoteAlias

Specify the actual object value that is
created upon defining an object
Specify the local alias that is created
upon parameter passing an object, or by
passing this object as return value of a
local method invocation
Specify the local alias that is created upon
binding an object to a variable
Specify the behavior of a remote alias
that is created as the result of discovering
the object, parameter passing it, or by
passing it as return value of a remote
method invocation
Specify the behavior of a remote alias
that is created as the result of binding the
object to a variable somewhere across
the network

Table 4.2: Aliasing behavioral protocol.
Upon creating an object's reference, the uponDefiningPrincipal function is
triggered. The return value of this method is the actual object that is bound to
the corresponding field. Local aliases are handled by both the uponLocalAliasing
and uponBindingLocalAlias functions. uponLocalAliasing is triggered when a
local alias is being created as the result of parameter passing an object or
returning an object as return value of a local method invocation; the return value
of this method is the actual alias that is respectively passed along or returned.
uponBindingLocalAlias function is triggered when a local alias is being bound to
some variable; its return value is the actual alias that is bound. Remote aliases
are taken care of by either uponRemoteAliasing and uponBindingRemoteAlias
function. uponRemoteAliasing is triggered when a remote alias is being created
as the result of either discovering an object, parameter passing a remote object
to a method invocation or by returning it as the result of a method invocation.
Conceptually, the return value of this method represents the remote alias that is
being created. Finally, the uponBindingRemoteAlias function is triggered when
a remote alias is being bound to some variable located in an actor somewhere
across the network; again, its return value conceptually represents the remote
alias that is being bound.
Before diving into the details of the protocol, we first introduce some new
terminology of which an overview is depicted in Figure 4.3. A principal object
denotes the actual object value and is the subject of the aliasing detection in a
behavioral type tag. A local alias is an alias referring to such principal object.
Essentially, a local alias denotes an object that redirects all operations to its
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principal object. In a distributed environment, a distinction can be made between
service and client side: the service side denotes the actor in which the object
resides and in which it becomes exported to the network; the client side is the
actor that discovers this object and acquires a far reference to it. Essentially,
a remote alias is an alias referring to a principal object residing in a different
actor. More precisely, it resembles an object at the client side which forwards all
asynchronous method invocations to the service side. However, in the context
of behavioral type tags, remote method invocations are not directly applied to the
principal object when received at the service side. Instead, they are sent to a local
proxy at the service side which can forward them to the principal object. Hence,
a local proxy is an object at the service side that processes remote method
invocations that were sent over a remote alias.

Figure 4.3: Overview of aliasing terminology.

4.2.1 Aliasing Behavioral Protocol
Based upon Table 4.2, we discuss in this section the aliasing behavior protocol
in more detail. A full explanation of the protocol can be found in Appendix A.
– uponDefiningPrincipal(receiver, fieldObject, originalValue)
Upon being triggered, this method intercepts the creation of a principal object.
Its return value is the actual principal object that is bound to fieldObject1 . By
returning a custom object, the actual object value can be altered. receiver
denotes the object in which the object definition is initiated and enables, for
instance, to verify the context in which this occurs.
– uponLocalAliasing(aliasReceiver, localAlias)
Upon being triggered, this method intercepts the creation of a local alias as
a result of either parameter passing the principal object, or by returning this
object as the return value of a local method invocation. localAlias resembles
the default alias object that forwards all invocations to the principal object.
By returning a custom object, all invocations invoked over this alias can be
routed to some different object. Again, aliasReceiver denotes the object to
which the alias is exposed and enables to verify the context in which this
occurs.
1
In reality however, the value that is bound is actually a local alias to this object. This
implies that the principal object can never be directly accessed, only via a local alias object.
Implementation wise, this enables that no distinction between reference and alias should be made.
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– uponBindingLocalAlias(aliasReceiver, fieldObject, localAlias)
Upon being triggered, this method intercepts the act of binding a local object
to a fieldObject in the context of aliasReceiver. By returning a different alias
rather than localAlias, a custom object can be bound to the field. fieldObject
enables to access and modify the field’s properties.
– uponRemoteAliasing(localProxy, aliasReceiver, remoteAlias)
Upon being triggered, this method intercepts the creation of a remote alias
at the client side. By returning a custom local proxy object, communication
can be routed to a different object rather than the object localProxy points
to. Note that this does not allow to alter the actual remote alias object at
the client side, but only enables to intercept the communication it transmits.
remoteAlias holds a far reference to this remote alias object and enables to
raise an error at the client side via its raiseError method.
– uponBindingRemoteAlias(localProxy, aliasReceiver, fieldObject, remoteAlias)
Upon being triggered, this method intercepts the creation of a remote alias
as the result of binding a far reference to some fieldObject at the client side.
Having a far reference to fieldObject enables to access and modify the field's
properties. localProxy, aliasReceiver and remoteAlias are similar as explained
for uponRemoteAliasing.
It is important to observe that in order to create remote aliases, asynchronous
communication between the service and client side is required. In this light, a
distinction should be made between the actual creation of a remote alias, and the
moment it becomes resolved and ready to use. When a remote alias is created,
a notification is first sent to the behavioral type tag of the actual object at the
service side. At this point, the creation of the remote alias is intercepted by either
triggering uponRemoteAliasing or uponBindingRemoteAlias. A far reference to
the resulting local proxy is sent back to the remote alias such that it becomes
resolved. From this point on, the remote alias is fully functional and behaves as
a regular far reference. Meanwhile, as long as the remote alias is not resolved,
remote method invocations are buffered. In Section 4.4, this entire process is
explained in greater detail.

4.2.2

Default Behavioral Type Tag

In order to facilitate the development of abstractions that alter the aliasing
behavior of an object, the default behavioral type tag operates as the foundation
of these abstractions. Its implementation is shown in Listing 4.4. By default, defaultBehavioralTypeTag is attached to each object and does not impose any differences from the regular AmbientTalk semantics. uponDefiningPrincipal returns
the original intended object. Both uponLocalAliasing and uponBindingLocalAlias
return the default local alias that routes all local method invocations to the
principal object. Similarly, uponRemoteAliasing and uponBindingRemoteAlias
return the default local proxy that routes all asynchronous communication to
the principal object as well. Custom behavioral type tags can overrule the default
aliasing behavior of defaultBehavioralTypeTag by attaching a custom behavioral
type tag to the object on which it should be enforced.
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def defaultBehavioralTypeTag := behavioralTypeTag: {
def uponDefiningPrincipal(receiver, fieldObject, originalValue){ originalValue };
def uponLocalAliasing(aliasReceiver, localAlias){ localAlias };
def uponBindingLocalAlias(aliasReceiver, fieldObject, localAlias){ localAlias };
def uponRemoteAliasing(localProxy, aliasReceiver, remoteAlias){ localProxy };
def uponBindingRemoteAlias(localProxy, aliasReceiver, fieldObject, remoteAlias){ localProxy };
};

Listing 4.4: Default behavioral type tag.
A behavioral type tag might store information about the aliases it has
detected. To access this information, a construct behavior: obj is facilitated
in order to obtain a given object's behavioral type tag. This is similar to the
reflect: obj construct in the mirror architecture which returns an object's mirror.
Note that, when a particular behavioral type tag is attached to multiple objects,
all objects return the same instance of this behavioral type tag upon invoking
the behavior: function. This also implies that, when the behavioral type tag is
stateful, that is when it maintains some state by storing information, all objects
to which it is attached share this state and are capable of changing it.

4.3

Behavioral Type Tags at Work

In this section, we present two examples in order to validate behavioral type
tags. Section 4.3.1 presents an object graph inspector that can construct a
visual representation of the distributed object graph. In Section 4.3.2, we present
ownership domains for ambient-oriented programming.

4.3.1

Object Graph Inspector

Tool support is an integral part of software development. In this context, the
ability to inspect the object graph provides programmers insights in which
program components have access to an object and which ones not. Especially
in a distributed context, this is hard to achieve because objects are spread across
the network such that they are difficult to keep track of. We present in this section
a Profiler behavioral type tag wherewith objects can be tagged in order to obtain
a visual object graph. Figure 4.4 shows an example of such object graph in which
grey nodes denote local objects and black nodes remote ones. An arrow from a
node A to a node B denotes that A has an alias to B. Behavioral type tags easily
allow to construct such object graph because they are fully aware of all aliases
created in the program along with the receiver of these aliases. Listing 4.5 shows
how Profiler is applied to a line object consisting of a start and ending point.
1
2
3
4
5
6

def line := object:{
def startPoint := Point.new(2, 3);
def endPoint := Point.new(7, 9);
def getStartPoint(){ startPoint };
def getEndPoint(){ endPoint };
} taggedAs: [Profiler];

Listing 4.5: Attaching Profiler to a line object.
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Given that Point denotes an object holding an x and y value, Listing 4.5 gives
the implementation of a line object of which aliases are kept track of by the
Profiler behavioral type tag. Also Point has attached Profiler, enabling that all
point instances, as well as their corresponding aliases are being traced too. The
line object implements two methods: getStartPoint returns the starting point of
the line; getEndPoint returns the ending point of the line.

Figure 4.4: Object graph resulting from the line example.
Executing Listing 4.5 causes Profiler to be triggered three times: by defining
startPoint at line 2, endPoint at line 3 and by defining the actual line object at line 1.

1
2
3
4
5

def line2 := line;
def drawLine(lineObj){ ... };
drawLine(line2);
def startPt := line.getStartPoint();
def endPt := line2.getEndPoint();

Listing 4.6: Creating local aliases of the line object.
In Listing 4.6, line is first bound to a variable line2. Next, a function drawLine
is defined which takes a line object as argument and draws the line to the screen.
At line 3, this drawLine function is invoked with line2 as argument. Subsequently,
the getStartPoint method is invoked on line at line 4. The result of this invocation
is bound to a variable startPt. At line 5, getEndPoint is invoked on line2, whereafter
the resulting point object is bound to a variable endPt.
Executing Listing 4.6 yields the creation of local aliases by binding line to line2
at line 1, as well as by parameter passing line2 in drawLine at line 3. Moreover,
line 4 and 5 both cause two local aliases to be created: one by passing an object
as the return value of an invocation and one by binding this to a variable.
Assuming that the line object has been exported over the network with some
LineObj service type tag, other actors can discover a far reference to it. Consider
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the code excerpt in Listing 4.7. Upon discovering a remote line object lineRef, its
far reference is bound to a variable remoteLine. This causes two remote alias to
be created: one by discovering lineRef and one by binding it to remoteLine.
when: LineObj discovered: { |lineRef|
def remoteLine := lineRef;
};

Listing 4.7: Creating remote aliases of the line object.
Figure 4.4 depicts the object graph that results from executing Listing 4.5,
4.6 and 4.7. Object A denotes the behavior object of the current actor. The
principal object of line is represented by B, while the principal object of startPoint
and endPoint respectively by C and D. E is colored differently because it resides in
a different actor. It resembles the behavior object of the actor in which Listing 4.7
is executed.
As shown in Listing 4.8, the Profiler behavioral type tag is created by binding
the variable Profiler to the result of invoking the behavioralTypeTag: function.
Inside the code block that is passed as argument, the default behavior of the
aliasing behavior protocol is extended by overriding each of the five methods.
Upon a method of the protocol being triggered, the detected alias is stored in
order to be able to be considered at the moment the object graph is constructed.
This is established by a showGraph method which is implemented in Profiler
itself. Creating the visual representation of the object graph occurs by a
secondary visualObjectGraph file in which the stored aliases are first transformed
to their equivalent notation in the Dot language [1], whereafter a graph can be
automatically generated.
def Profiler := behavioralTypeTag: {
def localAliases := /.at.collection.list.new();
def remoteAliases := /.at.collection.list.new();
def uponDefiningPrincipal(receiver, fieldObject, originalValue){
localAliases := localAliases.add([receiver, fieldObject, originalValue]);
originalValue
};
def uponLocalAliasing(aliasReceiver, localAlias){
localAliases := localAliases.add([aliasReceiver, nil, localAlias]);
localAlias
};
def uponBindingLocalAlias(aliasReceiver, fieldObject, localAlias){
localAliases := localAliases.add([aliasReceiver, fieldObject, localAlias]);
localAlias
};
def uponRemoteAliasing(localProxy, aliasReceiver, remoteAlias){
remoteAliases := remoteAliases.add([aliasReceiver, nil, localProxy]);
localProxy
};
def uponBindingRemoteAlias(localProxy, aliasReceiver, fieldObject, remoteAlias){
remoteAliases := remoteAliases.add([aliasReceiver, fieldObject, localProxy]);
localProxy
};
def showGraph(){ ˜.visualObjectGraph.show(localAliases, remoteAliases) };
};

Listing 4.8: Implementation of the Profiler behavioral type.
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4.3.2 Ownership Domains
In this section, a more advanced example of behavioral type tags is presented.
In particular, we bring ownership domains, as described in Section 3.5, to
AmbientTalk. Ownership Domains [2] proposes a flexible solution for controlling
aliases in a way that each domain essentially denotes a logically related set of
objects. In AmbientTalk, ownership domains are implemented by type tags and
can be attached to objects. Objects having the same domain tag conceptually
belong to the same set of objects. Those objects can only refer to each other,
such that outside the domain, no aliases to them can ever exist. In other words,
the objects of a domain can only be aliased inside the domain itself, never from
the outside. The world domain forms an exception to this semantic: it resembles
the root of all domains and can hold objects which are not (yet) part of some
other domain. For instance, the actor's behavior object is tagged with world
because it serves as the root of all objects in an actor.

Figure 4.5: Conceptual overview of the semantics of ownership colors.
To illustrate the use of ownership domains in AmbientTalk, we introduce
ownership domains in terms of colors. An ownership color denotes a particular
ownership domain such that only objects with the same color tag can refer to one
another. Figure 4.5 illustrates two actors in which objects exist of two different
colors. A rainbow color resembles the equivalence of the world ownership
domain and is denoted by a dotted border. Only objects with the same color
tag can have aliases to each other, even if they do not reside in the same actor.
Therefore, communication --both synchronous as asynchronous-- between two
objects can only occur when both sender and receiver have the same color.
def makeColoredList(colorTag){
object: {
def lst := /.at.collection.list.new();
def addObj(obj){ lst := lst.add(obj) };
def getObj(idx){ lst.nth(idx) };
} taggedAs: [colorTag]
};

Listing 4.9: Implementation of the makeColorList function.
We can employ ownership colors to implement a list data structure that
enables to hold exclusively objects of a certain color. In Listing 4.9, a generic
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makeColoredList function is defined which takes as argument the color tag of
the objects that can be stored. When executed, this function simply creates an
object and tags this with the given colorTag. Inside this object, a list object lst
is created. Two list operations are provided: addObj allows to add objects of
the specified color; getObj returns the object which corresponds to a given index
idx in the list. This list implementation ensures that only objects of the same
color can be stored, since by adding an object to the list, an alias to this object
is created. By the nature of ownership colors, an alias is automatically checked
to have the same color tag than the object to which it becomes exposed. If this
is not the case, an exception is thrown.

1
2

def Green := defColor(`GREEN);
def Blue := defColor(`BLUE);

3
4
5

def blueList := makeColoredList(Blue);
def greenList := makeColoredList(Green);

6
7
8

def blueObj := object: { ... } taggedAs: [Blue];
def greenObj := object: { ... } taggedAs: [Green];

9
10
11
12

blueList.addObj(blueObj); // ok
blueList.addObj(greenObj); // error
greenList.addObj(blueList.getObj(1)); // error

13
14
15
16
17

when: BlueService discovered: { |remoteBlueObj|
blueList.addObj(remoteBlueObj); // ok
greenList.addObj(remoteBlueObj); // error
};

Listing 4.10: Manipulations on colored lists.
Given that a defColor function enables to create a color tag by taking a color
selector as argument, the code excerpt in Listing 4.10 shows how a colored list
can be used. First, two colors are created: Blue and Green. At lines 4 and 5,
colored lists blueList and greenList are created to contain only Blue and Green
objects respectively. Next, a blueObj and greenObj object are defined. At line 7,
blueObj is added to blueList. This works fine as both objects are tagged with
a Blue color tag. Subsequently, two faulty operations are triggered: at line 8,
greenObj is added to blueList. This clearly yields an error as both resemble a
different color; at line 9, the return value of invoking the getObj method on blueList
is passed as an argument to the addObj method on greenList. This leads to
an error as invoking getObj on blueList returns an object with a Blue color tag.
Passing this to greenList causes an error to be thrown.
Assume some Blue object was exported over the network by means of a
BlueService service tag. Lines 11-14 in Listing 4.10 shows how, upon discovery,
a remote alias to this object can be used at the client side. When triggered, a
remote alias to the object is bound to remoteBlueObj. At line 12, remoteBlueObj
is added to blueList. This succeeds as both have the same color tag. When
adding remoteBlueObj to greenList at line 13, an error is thrown because both do
not have the same ownership color. It is important to observe that, since only
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a remote alias is obtained, the service side needs to be consulted each time an
operation is performed on the remote alias in order to check the validity of the
operation.
Implementation
Ownership color are implemented as behavioral type tags in which aliases are
verified to make sure that their receiving object holds a matching color tag.
Listing 4.11 shows the implementation of a defColor function which enables to
create an ownership color. It takes as argument a color selector (e.g. a symbol)
and returns a behavioral type tag as result. Each such behavioral type tag
implements a getColor function which returns the corresponding color. For local
aliases, a checkLocally method is provided which verifies whether the receiving
object has either the same color or is a rainbow object. If this is the case, the
local alias is allowed to be created; if not, an error is thrown. Remote aliases are
checked in a similar way, though in the case that the colors do not match, an
error is thrown at the client side. An empty object is then returned to serve as
the local proxy object at the service side. Finally, the Rainbow ownership color
is created by extending the default behavioral type tag with a getColor method.
def defColor(color){
behavioralTypeTag: { |color, rainbowColor|
def getColor(){ color };
def checkLocally(receiver, returnValue){
def rcvColor := (behavior: receiver).getColor();
if: ((rcvColor == color).or: { rcvColor == rainbowColor })
then: { returnValue }
else: { error("Cannot expose "+color+" object to "+rcvColor+" object") }
};
def checkRemotely(receiver, returnValue, remoteAlias){
def rcvColor := (behavior: receiver).getColor();
if: ((rcvColor == color).or: { rcvColor == rainbowColor }) then: { returnValue } else: {
remoteAlias<-raiseError(""+color+" alias cannot be exposed to "+rcvColor+" object");
object:{}
}
};
def uponDefiningPrincipal(rcv, fieldObj, originalVal){ checkLocally(rcv, originalVal)};
def uponLocalAliasing(aliasRcv, localAlias){ checkLocally(aliasRcv, localAlias)};
def uponBindingLocalAlias(aliasRcv, field, localAlias){ checkLocally(aliasRcv, localAlias)};
def uponRemoteAliasing(lProxy, aliasRcv, rAlias){ checkRemotely(aliasRcv, lProxy, rAlias)};
def uponBindingRemoteAlias(lProxy, aliasRcv, field, rAlias){ checkRemotely(aliasRcv, lProxy, rAlias)};
}
};
def rainbowColor := `RAINBOW;
def Rainbow := behavioralTypeTag: { |rainbowColor|
def getColor(){ rainbowColor };
};

Listing 4.11: Implementation of ownership colors.

Employing Ownership Domains in AmbiScrabble
A real-life application that could benefit from this way of controlling aliases
is some mobile scrabble game, called AmbiScrabble. This game resembles
a variant of the Scrabble game and operates in an ad-hoc network between
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Figure 4.6: Mockup of the AmbiScrabble game. Alice and Eve belong to the same
team, Bob to a different one. The bottom sequence of letters denotes the player's
rack, the letters above are consumed upon forming an existing word.

multiple mobile devices. Players are organized in teams and work collaboratively
in order to form words. Each player has a rack of letters, though also letters of
team players can be consumed. The team that first consumes all its letters wins.
When a player starts the AmbiScrabble application, he is prompted to enter
his name and to select a team. The application then generates a rack of
randomly chosen letters in order to start the game. In AmbiScrabble, all players
in the ad-hoc network can see each other's letters. Note that also the letters of
players from a different team can be observed since this provides an overview on
the state of these teams. A team of players can win the game by consuming all
the letters they collectively own. To this end, players can form words by selecting
letters from their own rack or the one of a team player. No permission is required
of team players when using one of their letters because this would hamper the
overall progress of the game. Consider a mockup image of the AmbiScrabble
game in Figure 4.6.
Implementing the AmbiScrabble game in AmbientTalk is relatively easy as
the ambient-oriented infrastructure of AmbientTalk substantially reduces the
complexity caused by the distributed and concurrent nature of this application.
However, the complexity of managing players over different teams remains to be
dealt with manually by the programmer. Assuming that players are represented
by objects, each player object consists of a name, the name of the team to which
he belongs and a rack of letters. A letter is implemented as an object itself and
holds the symbol of the letter it denotes. When players discover one another,
their information is exchanged in order to be shown on the screen. From this
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point on, words can be formed by selecting letters in the player's rack or in the
rack of other team players. However, upon selecting a letter in a team player's
rack, it should be checked that the player that requests the letter actually belongs
to the same team. Otherwise, the exchange can clearly not occur. The problem
with this is that the checking has to be done explicitly by the programmer each
time a letter is selected. Especially in more complex scenario's, checking that
two players belong to the same team might be cumbersome.
Using ownership colors can substantially reduce the effort the programmer
has to make in order to ensure that letters cannot be exchanged between two
players of a different team. By associating each team with a specific color, it
is automatically checked whether letter objects can be exchanged between two
players or not. That is because, upon selecting a letter, an alias to the letter object
is created. By the nature of ownership colors, this alias can only exist when the
receiver of the alias has the same color than the letter object itself. Therefore, if
both colors do not match --meaning that sender and receiver are not part of the
same team-- an error message is triggered. It is clear that controlling aliases by
means of ownership colors simplifies the implementation of this AmbiScrabble
game significantly.

4.4 Implementation
The implementation of behavioral type tags is established by installing a custom
mirror on each object. This is enforced by overriding the default object: construct. When executed, a new object is created with defaultBehavioralTypeTag
--as presented in Listing 4.4-- attached by default. A custom mirror is installed
on the object, enforcing the program execution flow to be observed in order to
detect aliases upon creation. The implementation of the new object: construct
is shown in Listing 4.12.
def object: block {
_object: block taggedAs: [defaultBehavioralTypeTag]
mirroredBy: {|base| behavioralMirror.new(base) }
};

Listing 4.12: Overriding the object: construct to ensure that objects have
attached a behavioral type tag by default.
In Listing 4.12, a function object: is defined to create a new object in the
context of behavioral type tags. Its implementation relies on the original object:taggedAs:MirroredBy: function, which initiates a new object, hereby allowing
to specify the object's type tags and mirror object. defaultBehavioralTypeTag is
passed as type tag and a custom mirror behavioralMirror is installed, encapsulating all functionality regarding the detection and interception of aliases. In the
same manner, an object:taggedAs: construct is provided that allows to attach a
custom behavioral type tag.
Inside behavioralMirror, the default AmbientTalk meta-object protocol is
extended with the functionality to detect the creation of aliases and the ability
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to intercept them. Consider Table 4.3 for an overview of the methods that are
overridden in order to enforce this functionality.
init
defineField

invoke

pass
clone

Explore the object's type tags in order to extract the
behavioral type tag of the object.
Detect the creation of either a principal object or an
alias as the result of binding an existing alias to a
fresh variable.
Detect the creation of an alias as the result of
either binding the object to an existing variable,
parameter passing it or passing it as return value
of a method invocation.
Return a remote aliasing manager object upon
serialization
Return a local alias to a clone of the object 2
Table 4.3: Aliasing behavioral protocol.

Upon initializing the mirror object, the mirror's init method is executed. In this
method, the list of type tags is explored in order to extract the behavioral type tag
from regular type tags. In the case multiple behavioral type tags are found, only
the first is considered.
The defineField method reifies field definitions and, allows to detect the
creation of a principal object or an alias as the result of binding some alias to
a fresh variable. This can be a local or remote alias because binding an alias
to a variable in both cases yields the creation of a new alias. Upon observing
that the field definition resembles an object definition, the uponDefiningPrincipal
method of the object's behavioral type tag is triggered. The return value of this
method is wrapped by a local alias object and bound to the field. In the case that
an already existing alias is bound to a new variable, either uponBindingLocalAlias
or uponBindingRemoteAlias is triggered --depending on the nature of the alias-in the corresponding object's behavioral type tag.
The invoke method reifies synchronous message sending and captures three
cases in which aliases can be created:
1. It observes whether a field assignment resembles the binding of an object
to an existing variable. This is done by checking whether the invocation's selector ends with an := operator. If it does, three cases should
be considered: if an object definition is given at the right-side of the
assignment, uponDefiningPrincipal in the object's behavioral type tag is
triggered; if a local alias is given, uponBindingLocalAlias in the aliased
object's behavioral type tag is triggered; similarly, in the case of a remote
alias, uponBindingRemoteAlias is triggered.
2
Overriding clone also requires to override newInstance, as this is implemented in terms of
clone.
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2. It observes whether passing any of the arguments yields the creation of
an alias. More precisely, if an object definition is passed as argument,
uponDefiningPrincipal in the object's behavioral type tag is triggered; if a
local alias is passed as argument, uponLocalAliasing is triggered; and in
the case of a remote alias, the uponRemoteAliasing method is invoked.
3. It observes whether the return value of the invocation resembles either an
object definition, a local alias or a remote alias. If it does, the corresponding
method in the object's behavioral object is triggered.

Figure 4.7: Conceptual sequence diagram of creating a remote alias and
processing a remote method invocation.
The creation of a local alias object is straightforward because it only involves
creating a proxy to the principal object. Remote aliases are harder to establish because they require asynchronous communication between service and
client side before being fully operational. Consider Figure 4.7 for a conceptual
sequence diagram of this process. Essentially, upon exporting an object in the
network, the actual far reference to this object cannot be exposed in the network
because this would not allow to control access to it. Instead, by overriding
the mirror's pass method, a remote aliasing manager object is passed which,
upon being discovered by some remote object, creates a remote alias object at
the client side. This object knows the far reference of the alias manager and
sends immediately back a request to be resolved. At this point, the remote alias
cannot yet process remote method invocations since it does not has obtained
a far reference to the actual object. As long as this is the case, all remote
method invocations are being buffered. When a request is received by the remote
alias manager at the service side, the behavioral type tag of the corresponding
object is notified. This implies that it is aware that a remote alias is somewhere
created waiting to be resolved. As a result, either uponRemoteAliasing or
uponBindingRemoteAlias is triggered, depending on the nature of the remote
alias. The return value of this methods is a local proxy object of which its far
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reference is sent back to the remote alias. When the remote alias receives this
far reference, the remote alias is said to be resolved. This yields that all (buffered)
invocations can be transmitted over the obtained far reference to the local proxy
object at the service side. By default, the local proxy forwards these to the actual
principal object where they are taken care of.
In context of behavioral type tags, detecting the discovery of an object
requires to extend an actor's mirror. By overriding the require method, the
object discovery is intercepted in order to first initiate the resolving process
as described above. Basically, as soon as an remote alias object is created
and a request to be resolved is sent to the object's remote alias manager,
require causes that the corresponding when:discovered: listener is triggered.
At this point, the programmer is notified of the remote alias and the body of
when:discovered: is executed. Note that the remote alias is most likely not
yet resolved at this point such that remote method invocations are (temporary)
buffered. An advantage of returning the remote alias before actually being
resolved is that the program at the client side becomes already aware of the
discovery of the object. In order to become explicitly notified when a remote
alias is resolved, a when: remoteAlias resolved: block construct is provided that
is triggered when a given remoteAlias is resolved.
A final point to cover is support for objects with a custom mirror implementation. This is challenging because employing behavioral type tags already
requires to install a custom mirror object. To support this, we provide a custom
implementation for the object:mirroredBy: construct. This enables to make sure
that both mirrors do not overrule each other such that the programmer does
not need to bear the alias detection mechanisms in mind. As a result, custom
mirror functionality can be implemented as normal, while alias detection remains
preserved.

4.5

Conclusion

This chapter has provided an analysis on the language features in an ambientoriented programming language that cause the creation of aliases, both from
a local as remote point of view. We have shown that local alias are created by
either binding an object to a variable, by parameter passing the object to a local
method invocation or by returning an object as the result of such invocation.
Remote aliases are created by either discovering an object in the network,
by binding it to a variable, by parameter passing it at the client side to an
invocation or by returning it as the result of an invocation. Hence, observing
these operations at run-time yields adequate alias detection.
In AmbientTalk, we propose behavioral type tags as a way to reify alias
detection. Behavioral type tags provide the meta-level infrastructure to detect
and intercept the creation of aliases for the object to which they are attached.
An aliasing behavioral protocol is provided to express custom aliasing behavior
upon detecting new aliases. This protocol is applicable to both local as remote
aliases and provides information about the environment to which aliases are
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exposed. To the best of our knowledge, such alias behavioral protocol has
not been explored before in a distributed environment. We have shown the
applicability of behavioral type tags by implementing ownership domains. In
this context, objects within the same domain can only refer to each other, such
that outside the domain, no aliases to them can ever exist. This has led to the
implementation of ownership colors in which domains are expressed in terms
of colors.
In the next chapter, we propose chameleon objects as a way to employ
typestate-oriented programming in AmbientTalk. Combining chameleon objects
with behavioral type tags enables to construct more advanced aliasing abstractions, as described in the remainder of this thesis.
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CHAPTER 5
Chameleon Objects: Typestates
for Ambient-Oriented Programming
In object-oriented programming, objects typically implement an interface that
specifies the functionality accessible from the outside. This interface is fixed
and cannot change over time when the object's properties are manipulated. In
some cases though, it might be desirable to change this interface as the object
evolves. A recurring example in literature is a file that may be open or closed.
When the file is opened, its interface provides methods to read the file's content.
When closed, the file can only be opened again.
Recall from Section 3.5 that TypeState-Oriented Programming [4] is an
extension to the object paradigm in which objects are modeled not just in terms
of classes, but also in terms of changing states. In this model, an object can
consecutively be in a different state and each state has its own interface in which
methods transition the object into another state. Essentially, this resembles a
state machine and can be statically verified in order to guarantee that an object's
interfaces is used correctly. This is clearly a natural, yet powerful concept in
software development, offering great benefits [55]:
• By making the notion of typestate explicit in the programming language,
the programmer is encouraged to think in terms of states and their corresponding relationships. This may lead to simplification of reasoning.
• Distinguishing several states in an application may serve as an abstraction
mechanism because each state can have its own representation.
• The ability to statically verify typestate-oriented applications allows to
detect interface violations before execution. This obviously leads to more
stable applications and easier debugging.
Alternatives for typestate-oriented programming involve the State pattern,
or using various if-tests to simulate states and manually transitions among
them. However, in contrast to typestate-oriented programming, both make the
implementation cumbersome and difficult to maintain.
In the remainder of this chapter, we propose typestate-oriented programming for ambient-oriented applications by introducing the notion of chameleon
objects.
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5.1 Example: Distributed Bookstore Application
Before explaining how typestate-oriented programming can be adopted in an
ambient setting, we consider a distributed bookstore application. In this application, a shopping cart can only be used after some bookstore customer has
logged in. Then, books can be selected and added to the cart, whereafter the
customer can proceed to checkout. It is clear that logging in requires different
functionality than adding books to the shopping cart or checking out.
Essentially, three states can be distinguished:
• start: initial state of the shopping cart implementing the login functionality.
When a customer has successfully logged in, the loginSucceeds-method
is triggered and causes the object to transition to the addBooks state.
• addBooks: state implementing all functionality related to adding books to
the shopping cart. It contains methods like add(book) and remove(book).
Upon selecting to proceed to checkout, the checkout method is remotely
invoked. This makes the object transitioning to the checkout state.
• checkOut: state implementing all functionality regarding checkout of the
shopping cart. After completing the distributed transaction, the logout
method is executed, transitioning the object back in its initial start state.
Figure 5.1 shows a state machine, conceptually resembling the different states
of the shopping cart object.

logout

start

checkOut
loginSucceeds

checkout

addBooks

Figure 5.1: State machine of a shopping protocol.
A simplified implementation of this shopping cart object in pseudo-code
is given in Listing 5.1. The code snippet is simplified in a sense that it only
implements the operations causing a transition. In this way, it exactly resembles
the state machine shown by Figure 5.1. The shopping cart is implemented as an
object encapsulating the three aforementioned states. A function Φ is provided
in order to transition the object from one state to another. Initially, the shopping
cart is in the start state.
After distributing the shopping cart object across the network, a bookshop
customer can discover and remotely use it. Upon reception, the object is in
the start state because the customer is first required to login before being able
to add books to the cart. This means that the object's interface at that point
in time only consists of methods regarding the identification of the customer.
One of these methods is the loginSucceeds method, which, when triggered,
causes the transition to the addBooks state. Assume for example that another
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shoppingCart = OBJECT:
start = STATE:
METHOD loginSucceeds(): Φ(addBooks)
addBooks = STATE:
METHOD checkout(): Φ(checkOut)
checkOut = STATE:
METHOD logout(): Φ(start)
INIT = start

Listing 5.1: Simplified code snippet in pseudo-code of a shopping cart object.

accessible method in the interface of this state is the login method. This method
performs the actual login operation and takes two arguments: a username and a
password. In order to login, the customer sends an asynchronous login message
to the bookstore server that is hosting the shopping cart object.
Listing 5.2 shows a simplified code snippet in pseudo-code, illustrating how
the identification of a customer is remotely handled. First, both username and
password are asked to the customer and stored in a local variable. Next, the login
method of the shopping cart object is invoked by means of an asynchronous
message send, passing the username and password as argument. Upon receiving the login request by the shopping cart object, the login method is executed.
If both the username and password are correct, the value true is returned and
sent back to the customer. This causes a listener to be triggered and prints
``Login successful''. More importantly however, by successfully logging in, also
the loginSucceeds method of the shopping cart object is triggered. This imposes
the object to transition into the addBooks state, such that its interface changes.
From this point on, books can be added to the cart by remotely invoking some
addBook method. In case the login method would be invoked again, an exception
is thrown because this method is obviously not accessible in the interface of the
addBook state. Upon remotely invoking the checkout method, the shopping cart
object is transitioned to the checkOut state. The object's interface thus changes
again, this time only providing methods for checking out from the book sale.
username = readLine()
password = readLine()
asyncMsg = shoppingCart ← login(username, password)
upon asyncMsg do:
if: (asyncMsg == TRUE)
then: "Login successful"
else: "Login failed"

Listing 5.2: Pseudo-code illustrating the identification of a customer in the
shopping cart.

5.2 Chameleon Objects
In this section, we propose chameleon objects to provide typestate-oriented
programming in an ambient-oriented environment. A chameleon object1 is an
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object conceptually resembling a state machine and implements the different
states among which can be transitioned. In AmbientTalk, a chameleon object
can be created by means of a chameleonObject: block construct. The code
block block resembles a regular object body definition, except that it takes
one argument install which is used to transition the object into another state.
The actual body consists of the state definitions and might contain regular
AmbientTalk expressions as well. A state is implemented as an inner object of
the chameleon object and is defined by binding the object to a variable. This
variable then serves as the name of the associated state object. This object
behaves as a regular AmbientTalk object, in which the interface is determined
by the methods that are implemented in this object. Inside such method, a
transition to another state may be initiated through the install argument of the
chameleon object. More specifically, install represents a closure that takes
one argument state and enforces the transition to the associated state object
upon being executed. As such, the chameleon object's interface changes to the
interface of state.
Listing 5.3 maps the code excerpt from Listing 5.1 to AmbientTalk code using
chameleon objects. At line 1, a chameleon object is defined and bound to the
shoppingCart variable. This object takes one argument install and defines all
three states as an inner object of the chameleon object. Inside the start state,
one method is defined: loginSucceeds transitions the shopping cart object into
the addBooks state after logging in successfully. This is achieved by invoking
the install closure, passing addBooks as argument. Inside this addBooks state,
one method checkout() is defined at line 6, which causes, upon execution, the
transition to the checkOut state. In this state, a method logout is defined
which transitions the shopping cart back in its initial start state. Finally, upon
initialization, the cart object is transitioned into the start state as specified at
line 11.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
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def shoppingCart := chameleonObject: { | install |
def start := object: {
def loginSucceeds(){ install(addBooks) }
};
def addBooks := object: {
def checkout() { install(checkOut) }
};
def checkOut := object: {
def logout() { install(start) }
};
def init() { install(start) };
};

Listing 5.3: Code snippet of the shopping cart chameleon object in AmbientTalk.

1

The name chameleon has been chosen because typestate-oriented programming conceptually behaves much like the animal chameleon. Similar as the animal changes its color depending
on the environment in which it resides, a chameleon object changes its interface depending on
the state it is in.
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By specifying state transitions through regular methods, one can simply rely
on the standard AmbientTalk semantics in order to interact with chameleon
objects. This implies that transitioning a chameleon object can be easily
imposed both locally as remotely, in the same manner as regular method
invocations. Upon transitioning, the interface of the chameleon object changes,
now only enabling methods defined in this state to be invoked from outside the
chameleon object. An exception is raised when a method is invoked that does
not exist (in the current state).
It is important to stress that typestate-oriented programming is transparent
to client objects, as they can directly communicate with a chameleon object
via message passing. This is illustrated by Listing 5.4 which shows how
the identification of a customer is remotely handled in AmbientTalk. Recall
from Listing 5.3 that the chameleon object shoppingCart can be transitioned
from its initial start state into the addBooks state by (indirectly) executing
the loginSucceeds method. At line 1 in Listing 5.4, a login message to the
shoppingCart object is asynchronously sent, passing the user's username and
password. This invocation returns immediately and gives back a future object.
When the login succeeds, the chameleon object transitions to the addBooks
state, which causes the interface to change to the interface of the addBooks state
object. As from now, the customer can remotely assign books to its shopping
cart.
1
2
3
4
5
6

def fut := shoppingCart<-login(username, password);
when: fut becomes: { | result |
if: (result == true)
then: { "Login successful" }
else: { "Login failed"}
};

Listing 5.4: Simplified code snippet of the customer identification in AmbientTalk.

5.3 Case Study: Dynamic Ownership Domains
This section further builds upon the ownership domains as described in Section 4.3.2. Recall that ownership domains are represented by type tags and
enforce the property that only objects that belong to the same domain can refer
to each other. Outside this domain, no aliases to these objects can exist. A
colored list implementation was provided in order to hold exclusively objects of
a certain color.
In this section, we show how an object can dynamically change its color by
relying on a chameleon object. This is a powerful concept because it allows
to change the aliasing properties of an object, as the object evolves over time.
Changing the color of an object requires more than simply changing its color
type tag. Upon changing an object's color, it should also be checked that already
existing aliases can exist in the context of this new color. For instance, a
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Blue object stored in a Blue colored list cannot become a Green object before
first being removed from this list. This is clearly non-trivial as objects can be
distributed across the network.
To allow an object to change its color, the object should be implemented as
a chameleon object and be tagged with a Chameleon behavioral type tag. Inside
the body of this chameleon object, each inner object definition can be tagged
with a color type tag, such that, upon transitioning, the chameleon object obtains
the corresponding color. The Chameleon behavioral type tag is necessary to
enforce that existing aliases are verified upon changing the object's color.
Consider the example in which a person can send party invitations from its
mobile device to other devices in the surroundings. Upon receiving an invitation,
one can either choose to accept or decline the invitation. The answer is sent
back to the initiator, which maintains an overview of the invitations that have
been accepted or declined, by storing them in separate lists. As summarized
in Figure 5.2, invitations are implemented as chameleon objects and consist of
three states:
• Waiting: the initial state of the invitation. The receiver can decide to accept
or decline the invitation which causes a transition to the corresponding
state.
• Going: the receiver of the invitation has confirmed to join the event,
although he/she can still cancel at a later point in time. This causes a
transition to the declined state.
• Declined: the receiver of the invitation has stated not to join the event.
When changing his/her mind, the decision can still be reconverted, causing
a transition to the going state.

decline

waiting

declined

go
cancel

going

accept

Figure 5.2: State machine representing an invitation.
In the context of ownership colors, each state is tagged with a distinct ownership
color. This imposes a clear separation between accepted and declined invitations such that they cannot be mixed together. Upon transitioning to a particular
state, the invitation object becomes colored in the corresponding color. Hence,
invitations should be stored in colored lists in order to be kept track of. Consider
the code excerpt in Listing 5.5.
In Listing 5.5, a Green colored list is created to hold accepted invitations and
a Blue list for declined invitations. At line 3, an Invitation object is implemented
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def accepted := makeColoredList(Green);
def declined := makeColoredList(Blue);
def Invitation := chameleonObject: { | install |
def invitationObj := self;
def waitingState := object: {
def accept(){ acceptInvitation() };
def decline(){ declineInvitation() };
} taggedAs: [Rainbow];
def goingState := object: {
def cancel(){
accepted := accepted.remove(invitationObj);
declineInvitation();
}
} taggedAs: [Green];
def declinedState := object: { ... } taggedAs: [Blue];
def acceptInvitation(){
install(goingState);
accepted := accepted.add(self);
};
def declineInvitation(){
install(declinedState);
declined := declined.add(self);
};
def init(){ install(waitingState); }
} taggedAs: [Chameleon];

Listing 5.5: Implementation of an invitation chameleon object using ownership
colors.
in terms of a chameleon object. Instances of this object are spread across
the network and are received by other mobile devices. Initially, Invitation is
transitioned into the waitingState state, which is tagged with a Rainbow color
tag in order to not yet impose any restrictions. Within this state, an accept
and decline method is implemented. Executing the former causes a transition
to the goingState state, while executing the latter transitions Invitation into
the declinedState state. In both cases, the invitation object is added to the
corresponding list. Note that this is only allowed because the associated state
and list match each other's color tags. Basically, the goingState has a Green color
tag and implements a method cancel which allows to undo the confirmation.
Upon executing cancel, the invitation is removed from the accepted list and
transitions to the declinedState. In this state, a reverse method is implemented.
It is crucial to observe that upon invoking the cancel method in the goingState
state, the invitation should be first removed from the accepted list before invoking the declineInvitation method. This is because executing declineInvitation
changes the invitation's color to Blue. Without removing the invitation from
accepted first, an exception would be automatically raised because a Blue object
cannot reside in a Green colored list. It should also be pointed out that this
restriction also applies on far references. For instance, when acquiring a far
reference to an invitation object which is in the goingState state, this far reference
can only be added to a Green colored list. When the invitation gets cancelled,
the far reference should be first removed from this Green colored list; otherwise,
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an exception is raised because the far reference is aware of the fact that the
invitation object at the service side transitioned to a Blue object.
Finally, note that the remove operation was not yet implemented in the
colored list implementation as shown in Listing 4.9. This is because removing
an element from a colored list yields that its alias should not be kept track of
anymore by the behavioral type tag of the list. Support for detecting aliases
upon being destroyed is therefore necessary. However, since behavioral type
tags are only capable of detecting aliases upon being created, the removal of an
alias has to be initiated explicitly by the programmer. This is a shortcoming of
our approach and is addressed as future work in Section 8.2.

5.4

Implementation

Implementing chameleon objects involves to deal with the fact that, upon
transitioning an object into a new state, the object's type tags should be updated
too. As described in Section 2.3, type tags in AmbientTalk are fixed and cannot be
changed after once attached to an object. This leads to the notion of dynamically
tagged objects as proposed in the next subsection.

5.4.1

Dynamically Tagged Objects

Dynamically tagged objects are regular AmbientTalk objects of which the type
tags can be dynamically changed (at run-time). Even when the object is spread
across the network, the newly imposed type tags are observed by the actors
holding a far reference to this object. At the service side, a dynamically tagged
object can be created by means of a dynamicallyTaggedObject: block construct
in which block represents the object body definition. Changing the type tags
of a dynamically tagged object obj can be achieved by means of a tag: obj as:
[typeTags] construct, in which [typeTags] denotes a table of one or more type
tags.
Consider, for instance, a supermarket in which all products are discoverable
by a mobile device connected to a wireless network. Products are represented
by objects, which contain information about the product's price and expiry date.
Each hour, several products are selected for being discounted. When this occurs,
products are temporary tagged with a Promotion type tag such that they can be
instantly observed by the customers upon walking by. When the promotion is
over, the original type tags are restored again. The code excerpt in Listing 5.6
shows the implementation of this supermarket from the service side.
In Listing 5.6, two type tags are defined: Promotion and Beverage. At line 3, a
dynamically tagged object Product is defined, implementing an init method that
takes a name and a price as argument. coffee at line 8 resembles an instance
of such product and is exported over the network with a Beverage service type
tag. At line 10, it is expressed that coffee becomes temporary promoted by
updating its type tags within three hours in order to hold Promotion. Invoking
tagsOf: coffee at that point returns [Promotion].
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deftype Promotion;
deftype Beverage;
def Product := dynamicallyTaggedObject: {
def name;
def price;
def init(name, price){ ... }
};
def coffee := Product.new("Coffee", "3EUR");
export: coffee as: Beverage;
when: 3.hours elapsed: { tag: coffee as: [Promotion] };

Listing 5.6: Supermarket example from the service side.
Changing the type tags of an object can only be achieved from the service
side, not at the client side over a far reference. In addition, two kinds of listeners
can be installed in order to make tag changes explicit to the programmer.
Listeners are both applicable on dynamically tagged objects and on their far
references. The when: obj isTaggedAs: typeTag do: block construct detects
when a dynamically tagged object obj is tagged by a particular type tag typeTag
and executes a given code block block as such. A whenTagsOf: obj changes: {
|newTags| ... } listener is triggered each time the tags of obj change, causing a
given closure to be executed.
In the context of the supermarket example, a customer might want to see
all beverages that are currently promoted. Also new promotions should be
detected and notified to the customer upon walking by. Listing 5.7 shows how
dynamically tagged Product objects can be handled at the client side.
deftype Promotion;
deftype Beverage;
when: Beverage discovered: { | ref |
when: ref isTaggedAs: Promotion do: {
system.println("New promotion discovered!")
// obtain name of product
}
}

Listing 5.7: Supermarket example from the client side.
In Listing 5.7, a when:discovered: listener observes the network in order
to discover beverage objects. Upon being triggered, the when:isTaggedAs:do:
function is executed, causing a type tag listener to be installed. When at some
point in time, an object becomes tagged with the Promotion type tag, this listener
is triggered and prints a message on the screen. Invoking tagsOf: ref at this point
results in [Promotion].
Implementation of Dynamically Tagged Objects
The implementation of dynamically tagged objects involves the creation of a
regular object with a custom mirror implementation. In this mirror, a method
tagAs is provided which allows to change the object's type tag. This meta-level
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method is invoked by the tag:as: construct. Upon changing an object's type tags,
the given type tags are stored and returned as the result of the typeTags metalevel method. This allows the new type tags to be locally observable.
Enabling new type tags to be observed over a far reference heavily relies on
multifutures. A multifuture is a future that can be resolved multiple times. The
idea is that a far reference --intrinsically implemented by an object-- holds in
its mirror (at the client side) a multifuture which is resolved each time the type
tags are changed. More specifically, upon invoking the tagAs method at the
service side, the multifuture in the far reference object becomes resolved with
the list of type tags. In the mirror of this far reference, a listener is installed
which observes the multifuture to be resolved. The value to which the multifuture
resolves denotes the list of imposed type tags. This list is stored and returned
as the result of invoking the typetags meta-method on the far reference object.
This ensures that invoking the tagsOf: function on the far reference returns the
new type tags.

5.4.2 Implementation of Typestate
As summarized by Figure 5.3, the implementation of chameleon objects fully relies on dynamically tagged objects. This is because an object's type tags should
be changed upon transitioning to a new state. When creating a new chameleon
object via the chameleonObject: construct, an empty dynamically tagged object
is created of which the mirror is extended. From within this mirror, a regular
object chameleonObj is initiated, implementing the given chameleon object body.
Essentially, the dynamically tagged object operates as a proxy to chameleonObj
such that all communication --both synchronous and asynchronous-- is forwarded to it. Upon transitioning chameleonObj into a new state, the dynamically
tagged object's type tags are changed to the type tags associated with this
state. Notice that chameleonObj can never be directly accessed; communication
always goes through the dynamically tagged proxy object.

Figure 5.3: Chameleon objects from an implementation point of view.
In the scope of chameleonObj, an install function is defined which is bound
to the first parameter of the code block that was passed as argument of the
chameleonObject: function. This install function takes one argument state and
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transitions chameleonObj to this state upon execution. Being so, it basically
performs two actions: first, the super pseudo-variable in the chameleonObj's
mirror --resembling the parent object of this mirror-- is changed to the mirror
of state. As none of the parent methods are overridden, this makes that all base
level operations on chameleonObj are handled by the mirror of the installed state.
For instance, invoking a method on chameleonObj results in a lookup by state's
mirror, which can only execute methods implemented in state itself. Second, the
type tags of the dynamically tagged proxy object are changed to the type tags of
state. This is achieved by means of the tag:as: function.

5.5

Towards Statically Verifying Chameleon Objects

Under certain assumptions, typestate-oriented programming can be statically
verified. This means that, at compile-time, it can be verified whether a certain
method invocation on some typestate object is allowed in the context of the state
the typechecker assumes the object to be in. In other words, when a method on a
typestate object is expressed in the program code to be invoked, the typechecker
verifies that the interface of the typestate's current state actually responds to this
method. Consider again the local file example that was briefly described in the
introduction of this chapter. A state machine resembling this behavior is now
shown in Figure 5.4.

closed

open

open

close
Figure 5.4: State machine of the file example.
As depicted by Figure 5.4, a file can be either open or closed. When the
file is opened, its interface provides a method read to fetch the file’s content.
When closed, the file can only be opened again. Given a file typestate object
that implements such behavior, consider Listing 5.8 which is the subject of the
typechecking in this example.
file.read(); // error
file.open(); // ok
file.read(); // ok

Listing 5.8: Typechecking method invocations on a file typestate object, initially
in the closed state.
In Listing 5.8, assuming that at line 1, file is in the closed state, typechecking
this line results into an error. This is because the interface of file does not
respond to such read method at that point in time. More specifically, file is in the
closed state in which no read method is implemented. Verifying line 2 succeeds
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as file does indeed respond to the open method, which is available in the interface
of the closed state. However, the typechecker observes that executing this
method causes a transition to the open state. All upcoming invocation are now
verified in the context of this state. Executing read at line 3 is now permitted.
The ability to statically verify program code yields great benefits. These do
not only apply for typestate-oriented programming, but also hold for static-typed
programming language in general. Consider an overview below:
• Programming mistakes can be detected without actually executing the
program. For instance, upon writing code for invoking some method on
an object, the typechecker triggers a warning when this method is not
understood by the object. If this code would not have been statically
verified, this violation would not be detected unless upon execution at runtime. At this point, an exception would be thrown, most likely causing the
program to fail. Statically verifying program code therefore leads to more
stable programs.
• Better tool support. By checking the correctness of a program, information
on the program can be extracted and used to provide the programmer with
better documentation and development tools (e.g. IDE, debugger).
• Run-time efficiency increases. Run-time operations do not require to be
verified anymore because the typechecker has already ensured that they
behave correct upon execution.

5.5.1 Simple Typechecking for Chameleon Objects
In AmbientTalk, we have implemented a basic typechecker for chameleon objects. This typechecker enables to verify the usage of chameleon objects under
certain conditions in in a local environment. It must be stated that this is only a
simple typechecker that has been implemented with the intension to get a touch
of feeling with the matter.
For an application, in order to be able to be verified by our typechecker, it must
satisfy the following properties:
– Only synchronous communication is allowed.
– The body of a method can only consists of a single expression, which in
turn can only represent either an arithmetic operation, a method invocation
or a state transition.
– Only a single chameleon object at a time can be deployed.
– Inside a chameleon object, no invocations can be made on objects outside
the chameleon object.
Although the implementation of this typechecker is without formal semantics
too technical to describe in the context of this dissertation, we present our
approach briefly from a high-level point of view. Essentially, the typechecker
is implemented by running over the program code before actually evaluating
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it. Upon detecting a chameleon object declaration, a state machine of its
functionality is constructed. At each point in time, also the current state of
the chameleon object is kept track of. Upon detection an operation on the
chameleon object, it is verified according to its state machine whether this
operation is allowed to be performed from within the current state. If not, a
warning to the programmer is shown.
Listing 5.9 shows a working code excerpt that can be verified by our typechecker. It implements a chameleon object obj which is summarized by the
state machine shown in Figure 5.5. Notice that this figure has been automatically generated by our typechecker for the purpose of checking its correctness
afterwards. obj implements two states and has four methods in its body. Upon
initialization, obj is transitioned to state1. Four operations on obj are performed
and validated by our typechecker. At the end of this code except, obj is found to
be in state1.
def obj := chameleonObject: { | install |
def state1 := object: {
def change(){ toState2() };
def foo(){ n()+2 };
};
def state2 := object: {
def change(a){ foobar(bar(a)) };
def bar(b){ 9 };
};
def foobar(z){ toState1(z) };
def toState1(a){ install(state1) };
def toState2(){ install(state2) };
def n(){ 22 };
toState1(n())
};
obj.foo();
obj.change();
obj.bar(7);
obj.change(33);

Listing 5.9: Legitimate code excerpt validated by the typechecker.

change

state2

change

state1

toState2
foobar
toState1

BODY

Figure 5.5: State machine of the chameleon object in Listing 5.9. The current
state is denoted by a double border.
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It should be noticed that our typechecker is able to keep track of indirect state
transitions. Consider, for instance, the change method at line 7. In Figure 5.5, it
is indicated that this method enforces a transition to state1. However, inside
its method body, the foobar method at line 10 is invoked. Since executing
this method --indirectly-- causes a state transition, change is said to enforce
a transition to state1 as well. Another point to notice is that not only method
invocations are verified upon correctness, but basically the entire structure of
the program code. For instance, if the body of an method contains an invalid
expression or a transition to a non-existing state, these violations are captured
too.

5.5.2

Roadmap for Typechecking in an Ambient Environment

In a local (non-concurrent) environment, full support for statically verifying
typestates can be established. This is achieved by relying on to the characteristics of such environment in which operations are performed sequentially
in a deterministic order. By keeping statically track of the operations that are
performed on a typestate object, it can be determined by the typechecker in
which particular state this typestate is at each point in time. Basically, upon
declaring a typestate object, a state machine is constructed, specifying the
behavior that can be performed from within a certain state. Each operation
that is performed on the typestate is verified in the light of this state machine,
enabling violations to be easily detected. It is important to notice that this is only
possible due to the deterministic nature of the environment as operations on the
typestate are always executed in exactly the same order, one by one.
Statically verifying typestates in an ambient-oriented environment is not
possible due to the non-deterministic nature of mobile ad hoc networks. Because clients in the network can come and go in an unspecified order, (remote)
operations on typestate objects cannot be kept track of by the typechecker.
Assume for instance that the aforementioned file object is exported in the
network and has been discovered by two clients: upon discovering, some client A
checks the state of the file and opens the file in case it is closed in order to read its
content; a client B checks whether the file is open, and if so, enforces a transition
to the close state. Depending on the order in which both clients discover the file
object in the network, the state to which this typestate eventually transitions is
different. When client A discovers file first, its state eventually becomes closed.
In contrast, when client B is the first to discover file, the state eventually is open.
This non-deterministic behavior does clearly not allow typestates to be statically
verified.
However, by imposing restrictions on the way a typestate behaves across
the network, the non-deterministic nature of mobile ad hoc networks can be
made deterministic. Essentially, this requires two properties to be fulfilled: first,
uniqueness should be enforced on remote references such that at each point
in time, only a sole remote reference to this object exists. Second, the order
in which remote references are discovered in the network should be known
beforehand. Combining both properties restrict the non-deterministic nature of
ambient-oriented applications in order to be deterministic.
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We present an informal proof of this reasoning:
1. By knowing the order in which clients discover a remote reference to the
chameleon object, clients come and go in a deterministic order.
2. Uniqueness ensures that each point in time, only a single client can actually
transition the chameleon into a different state. After terminating the
computation, uniqueness can be released and passed to a next client.
3. By combining (1) and (2), we obtain that clients can only enforce transitions
one by one and this in an order that is known beforehand. As this exactly
corresponds to the properties of a local environment, we have proven our
point.
We do not further elaborate on this because the research methodology of this
dissertation involves run-time verification. This was motivated in Section 1.2.

5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have proposed chameleon objects as a way to employ
typestate-oriented programming in ambient-oriented applications. Typestateoriented programming is a natural extension to the object-oriented paradigm in
which programs are conceptually represented by state machines. Chameleon
objects reconciles the advantages of typestate-oriented programming with
distributed programming for mobile ad hoc networks. In this work, they are
useful because they can be used to express advanced aliasing mechanisms.
We have prototyped chameleon objects in AmbientTalk and shown their
applicability in the context of ownership colors. As such, objects can be created
of which the color can be dynamically changed. Changing an object's color
becomes instantly observed across the network, enabling all aliases to be
checked on validity in the context of this new color.
The implementation of chameleon objects heavily relies on dynamically
tagged objects. These are objects of which the type tags can be dynamically
changed in a way that the newly imposed type tags are also observable over far
references. Listeners can be installed in order to observe when an object's type
tags are changed or when the object is tagged by a specific tag. We have also
explained a methodology for statically verifying chameleon objects in an ambient
setting and presented a basic typechecker that can serve as a foundation for this.
Combining the functionality of behavioral type tags with the flexibility of
chameleon objects enables to implement powerful aliasing mechanisms such
as ownership types. This is the subject of Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 6
Ownership Types
for Ambient-Oriented Programming
Ownership types, as described in Section 3.5, impose restrictions on the way
objects can be accessed and modified, and are typically provided in a statically
typed programming language via special type keywords or annotations. These
are part of the language's type system and can be statically verified (at compiletime). A typical example of ownership types is the Unique type which ensures
that only a sole reference to a certain object exists. Another example, the
ReadOnly type allows an object only to be read, not to be modified.
Proposing ownership types for an ambient-oriented programming environment requires to the deal with the fact that objects are distributed across
the network. Restrictions regarding accessing and modifying objects should
therefore not only be enforced locally, but also distributively. This requires
that the owner of an object is aware of the operations that are (remotely)
performed on the object at all times. In an ambient environment, this is not trivial
to achieve: due to resilient connectivity, operations performed on an object's
remote reference might not always be instantly observed by the object's owner.
Also, remote references to an object can be propagated across the network
without the owner of the object actually being aware of this.
In this chapter, we describe how ownership types are employed by AmbientTalk programs using the behavioral type tags from Chapter 4 along with
chameleon objects from Chapter 5. We provide language support for three
ownership type tags: Local, ReadOnly and Unique. These enable to enforce a
particular aliasing policy on objects across a mobile ad hoc network.

6.1

Constructing Ownership Types in AmbientTalk

Ownership types in AmbientTalk are denoted as ownership type tags and are
represented in terms of behavioral type tags. Recall from Chapter 4, behavioral
type tags are meta-level type tags that enable to detect and intercept the creation
of aliases for the object to which they are attached. Using their infrastructure,
ownership types can be easily created in order to enforce access and mutate
restrictions on objects across the network. This is because behavioral type tags
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observe and intercept all operations that involve the creation of an object, as well
as the aliases to this object. Returning a custom object implementation upon
intercepting such operation enables to express a specific policy for accessing
and modifying the object.
When ownership type tags enforce an aliasing policy that evolves over time,
chameleon objects are necessary in the implementation of such ownership
type tags. Recall from Chapter 5 that a chameleon object is an object that
conceptually resembles a state machine, implementing the different states
among which can be transitioned. By relying on a chameleon object inside a
behavioral type tag, different access and mutate restrictions can be expressed.
More specifically, each state implements a different policy and when the object
evolves over time, the chameleon object is automatically transitioned to one
of these states. The ownership type tag now enforces the policy that was
expressed in this particular state. In Section 6.4, we further elaborate on this
in the context of the Unique ownership type tag.
Since AmbientTalk is a dynamically typed language and assumes that code
can be constantly added and modified, ownership types cannot be statically
checked. This means that operations violating restrictions imposed by ownership types can only be detected at run-time, resulting in an exception as such.
Section 5.5 has elaborated on this in the context of chameleon objects.

6.2 Local Ownership Type Tag
In this section, we propose the Local ownership type tag that enforces objects
to be only locally accessible from within the actor in which they are defined.
Access from any other actor is prohibited. In essence, the Local ownership tag
is a behavioral type tag that prevents objects tagged with it to leave the actor in
which they reside. Only local operations on the object can be performed; never
remote operations as this would imply that a far reference to the object was
created first. Figure 6.1 illustrates a conceptual overview of the semantics of
the Local ownership type tag.

Figure 6.1: Overview of the semantics of the Local ownership type tag.
In Figure 6.1, actor A hosts an object which is locally referenced. Outside this
actor, no far reference to this object can exist. An exception is thrown when this
(unintentionally) occurs at the moment the far reference is being used. Note that
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this object cannot be confused with a local object that simply denotes a regular
object in the context of the actor in which it resides.
Consider the example of a simple keychain object, which holds a user's
username and password. This object is private to the user and is stored locally. It
serves as a data structure holding private information and is used upon logging
in on some website or at a physical location. Obviously, this keychain object
should not be shared, since no remote party should gain access to the user's
username and password. To enforce this property, the Local ownership type
tag can be attached to the keychain object in order to prevent that it can ever
be accessed from outside the actor in which it is defined. This ensures that no
other party in the network can gain access to the object, without the programmer
having to deal with this explicitly. Consider the implementation of the keychain
object in Listing 6.1.
def keyChain := object: {
def username := jlobby.java.lang.System.username;
def password := jlobby.java.lang.System.password;
def getCredentials(){ [username, password] };
} taggedAs: [Local];

Listing 6.1: Implementation of a keyChain object using the Local ownership type
tag.
In Listing 6.1, a keyChain object is defined and tagged with the Local ownership type tag. It holds a username and password field, which can be returned
by invoking the getCredentials method. This method can only be invoked locally
(from within the same actor).

6.2.1 Implementation
Using behavioral type tags, the implementation of the Local ownership type tag
is straightforward, as shown in Listing 6.2. Preventing an object to leave the
boundaries of the actor in which it is defined, imposes that no remote alias to the
object can ever be created. This is achieved by raising an error upon triggering
the uponRemoteAliasing and uponBindingRemoteAlias functions of the aliasing
behavioral protocol.
def Local := behavioralTypeTag: {
def raiseError := { raise: XIllegalOperation.new("Cannot expose remote alias") };
def uponRemoteAliasing(localProxy, aliasReceiver, remoteAlias){ raiseError() };
def uponBindingRemoteAlias(localProxy, aliasReceiver, fieldObj, remoteAlias){ raiseError() };
};

Listing 6.2: Implementation of the Local ownership type tag
Recall from Section 4.2 that both uponRemoteAliasing and uponBindingRemoteAlias are triggered when a remote alias requests to be resolved. This implies
that exporting the object by means of the export:as: construct does by itself not
cause an exception to be raised. However, an exception is raised when a remote
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alias is created and requests to be resolved. This ensures that the remote alias
cannot be used.

6.3 Read-only Ownership Type Tag
Many existing ownership type systems enable to express immutability via some
Immutable or ReadOnly ownership type. This makes that objects on which
the ownership type is applied cannot be mutated, only be read. As described
in Section 3.4.2, immutability prevents aliases from being harmful such that
sharing becomes benign. In AmbientTalk, the ReadOnly ownership type tag
enforces immutability for ambient-oriented programs. Tagging an object with
the ReadOnly ownership type tag imposes that a far reference to this object
can only be used to perform read operations; mutate operations are prohibited.
Inside the actor in which the object is defined, no restrictions on the object
are imposed such that locally it can be both read and modified. Hence, the
ReadOnly ownership type tags provides a form of reference immutability [61] as
the immutability restriction is enforced at the level of reference. This is shown
by Figure 6.2 that illustrates the semantics of the ReadOnly ownership type tag.

Figure 6.2: Overview of the semantics of the ReadOnly ownership type tag.
Note that immutability imposed over a far reference by means of the ReadOnly ownership type tag, is transitive. This means that for a given object, objects
in the object scope become automatically immutable as well. This is in contrast
to objects in the lexical scope on which no such restrictions are enforced. In
other words, all objects encapsulated by the immutable object are automatically
immutable too; objects or (global) variables that are reachable from within the
object's lexical scope remain unaffected. Basically, enforcing immutability on an
object means that all fields of the object become immutable. This implies that
the state1 of the object cannot be mutated because this state is fully determined
by the fields of the object.
In order to illustrate the use of the ReadOnly ownership type tag, consider an
online banking application in which customers can retrieve information about
their account via their mobile devices. Upon approaching a bank service point, a
customer gets sent a bankAccount object, providing information on his account2 .
However, when retrieving such object, the customer is not allowed to manipulate
1

The term state should in this context not be confused with the term typestate as described in
the context of chameleon objects in Chapter 5.
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the balance of its account. Clearly, this can only be executed by the bank itself.
To this end, the ReadOnly ownership type tag is used to ensure that the customer
can only read its balance and not modify it. Consider the implementation of such
bankAccount object in Listing 6.3.
def bankAccount := object: {
def balance := 5000;
def getBalance(){ balance };
def increaseBalance(amount){ balance := balance + amount };
} taggedAs: [ReadOnly];

Listing 6.3: Implementation of a bankAccount object using the ReadOnly
ownership type tag.
In Listing 6.3, a bankAccount object is defined and tagged with the ReadOnly
ownership type tag. The object has a balance field and two methods: getBalance
simply returns the value of the balance field; increaseBalance enables to increase
the value of balance. Since the getBalance method only reads the value of this
field, it is not impacted by the immutability restriction enforced by ReadOnly.
The increaseBalance method, however, changes the value of balance and can
therefore only be executed locally. This is because ReadOnly enforces that
modifications on the object can only occur from within the actor in which the
object is defined and not over its far reference. As such, only the bank can
increase an account's balance, not the customer himself since he only receives
an immutable far reference to the object. If increaseBalance is remotely invoked,
an exception is raised.

6.3.1

Implementation

The ReadOnly ownership type tag is implemented as a behavioral type tag and
expresses a custom aliasing behavior for remote aliases. Local aliases do
not require special attention as ReadOnly allows an object to be manipulated
without restrictions by other objects inside the same actor. Listing 6.4 shows the
implementation of the ReadOnly ownership type tag. The uponDefiningPrincipal
function of the aliasing behavioral protocol is overridden in order to create an
immutable proxy of the objects that are tagged with ReadOnly upon initialization.
The makeReadOnlyProxyOf function returns a clone of the original object in
which all fields are replaced by proxy immutable fields. These fields forward all
access operations to the corresponding field in the original object and prohibit all
mutate operations to occur. This means that fields in readOnlyProxy cannot be
modified, only be read. Apart from this, readOnlyProxy behaves exactly the same
than the original object because it has cloned its functionality. Upon the creation
of a remote alias, this readOnlyProxy is returned such that remote aliases are
resolved with a far reference to this immutable proxy object. Figure 6.3 shows
the ReadOnly ownership type tag from an implementation point of view.
2
We do not cover the security aspect that this application obviously requires and simply
assume that each customer retrieves a far reference to its own bank account object in a secure
way.
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def ReadOnly := behavioralTypeTag: {
def readOnlyProxy;
def uponDefiningPrincipal(receiver, fieldObject, originalValue){
readOnlyProxy := makeReadOnlyProxyOf(originalValue);
originalValue
};
def uponRemoteAliasing(localProxy, aliasRcvr, remoteAlias){ readOnlyProxy };
def uponBindingRemoteAlias(localProxy, aliasRcvr, fieldObj, remoteAlias){ readOnlyProxy };
};

Listing 6.4: Partial implementation of the ReadOnly ownership type tag.
In Figure 6.3, the object that is tagged with ReadOnly is denoted as the
immutable object and is shown along its immutable proxy. Both objects consists
of two fields. The fields of the immutable proxy do not allow to be mutated and
forward all read operations to the corresponding field in the original object. This
original object behaves as a normal object and can be accessed and modified
by other local objects. Since the object's far reference points to the immutable
proxy object, no modifications over this reference can occur.

Figure 6.3: ReadOnly ownership type from an implementation point of view.
Finally, it remains to be explained how ReadOnly enforces its transitivity
property. This makes that all objects that are encapsulated within the immutable
object, become automatically immutable as well. Basically, after cloning the
original object and upon making all fields in this clone immutable, it is checked
whether the field's value holds an object. If this is the case, the whole process of
making an immutable proxy of this object value is recursively repeated, causing
that all inner objects become immutable too.

6.4

Unique Ownership Type Tag

In this section, we provide a Unique ownership type tag. As explained in
Section 3.4.1, enforcing uniqueness on an object yields an alias-free reference.
This means that at each point in time, only a sole reference to the object
can exist, prohibiting aliases from existing. The Unique ownership type tag in
AmbientTalk enforces uniqueness on remote references. This means that an
unlimited number of far references to a unique object can exist, although at each
point in time only one of them actually provides access to it. Inside the actor
in which the unique object resides, the object can be accessed as many times
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as necessary. Enforcing uniqueness over far references is reminiscent of the
notion of external uniqueness as proposed by Clarke et Wrigstad in [15]. In this
approach, external uniqueness is applied in a local context and motivates that
when an externally unique reference is the sole reference to an aggregate object
from outside this aggregate, internal references can exists as many as possible
without causing any harm.
When an object is tagged by the Unique ownership type tag, remote client
objects receive a far reference that is either in one of the following states:
• Acquired A far reference is acquired when it allows access to the referenced object. A far reference in this state represents the sole remote
reference to the corresponding unique object and enables remote method
invocations to be processed.
• Released A far reference is released when the programmer explicitly
designates that he does not need the acquired far reference anymore.
• Expired To prevent that an object may never be remotely accessible upon
a disconnection from the actor holding the sole acquired far reference to
it, a far reference is only acquired for a limited amount of time. When this
period of time terminates, the far reference is expired.
• Waiting A far reference that is neither acquired, released nor expired is said
to be waiting. A waiting far reference is in line to be acquired.
Figure 6.4 illustrates conceptually a Unique ownership type tag. Actors are
shown in which one holds a unique object to which three far references exist.
All far references are in one of the four aforementioned states. Note that at each
point in time, only a single far reference can be acquired as this conceptually
resembles the sole reference to the unique object.

Figure 6.4: Overview of the semantics of the Unique ownership type tag.
Essentially, a unique far reference behaves as a state machine that can be
transitioned in the four aforementioned states. Consider Figure 6.5 that provides
a visual representation of this state machine. Initially, each unique far reference
is in the waiting state, waiting in line to become the sole far reference being
active. For all waiting far references, this only occurs one by one, as soon
as the previous acquired far reference is released or expired. Upon eventually
being acquired, remote method invocations are permitted over this far reference.
In all other states, this is not the case, causing an exception to be thrown
upon remotely invoking a method of the unique object. While acquired, the
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programmer can explicitly designate that he has finished its intended remote
communication and does not need access to the unique object anymore. This
is done by asynchronously invoking the release method over this far reference
which causes a transition to the released state. At this point, the far reference
becomes inactivated and does not provide any functionality besides an activate
operation. By asynchronously invoking this activate method, the far reference
is transitioned back to the waiting state, where it is put in line to become
acquired again. As mentioned before, a far reference can only be acquired for
a certain amount of time. This is to ensure that when the programmer does not
explicitly release the acquired far reference or becomes disconnected, other far
references would remain in line forever without ever getting access to the unique
object. When the period of time of being acquired expires, the far reference is
transitioned into the expired state. Similar to the released state, no functionality
is available besides an activate method. Remotely invoking this method results
that the far reference is transitioned back into the waiting state, in line to become
acquired again.

Figure 6.5: State machine resembling the states of a far reference to a unique
object. The double border around the waiting state denotes that it is the initial
state. Regular arrows indicate that the transition is initiated by the programmer
himself. Dotted line arrows express that the transition is automatically triggered
upon reaching a certain condition.
Obviously, when a far reference to a unique object is received, remote client
objects should be able to observe in which state the far reference is in at that
moment in time. By the type tags of a far reference, this can be simply detected
as each far reference consists of a type tag indicating its state. For instance, a
far reference waiting to be acquired consists of a Waiting type tag. Moreover,
to make the programmer explicitly aware of a far reference transitioning into a
specific state, listeners can be installed such that a given code block is executed
when this occurs. An example is the when: farRef isAcquired: block construct,
which executes block as farRef reaches the acquired state.
It should be pointed out that when a unique far reference is duplicated or
passed to some other actor, a new far reference is created and returned as the
result of this operation. As such, aliasing an acquired far reference does not yield
another acquired far reference; instead, a newly created reference is initiated in
the waiting state. This enforces that uniqueness is ensured at all times.
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6.4.1 Example
Consider an online help desk application in which customers of a company can
get in touch with the company's service desk over their mobile devices. Upon
remotely connecting to this service desk, a customer service agent is available
for answering all questions of the customer. Communication occurs via chat
messages between the agent and the customer's mobile device. Since an agent
can only handle one customer at a time, customers need to queue up when an
agent is buzzy at that point in time. As soon as the agent becomes available,
the first customer in line is notified and a communication session between both
is initiated. Using the Unique ownership type tag, implementing this example in
AmbientTalk is straightforward. By specifying an agent object to be unique, only
a sole customer at a time can actually remotely communicate with the agent;
all other customers are automatically put on hold. Consider the code excerpt in
Listing 6.5 which implements an agent object and exports it across the network.
def agent := object: {
def connect(customerRef){ ... };
def ask(question){ ... };
} taggedAs: [Unique];
export: agent as: CustomerServiceAgent;

Listing 6.5: Implementation of a unique customer service agent object.
In Listing 6.5, an object agent is defined and tagged with the Unique ownership type tag. This object implements two methods: a connect method to
initiate a communication session identifying the customer, and an ask method
to send questions to the agent. As the agent object is exported over the network
by some CustomerServiceAgent service tag, it can be remotely discovered by
customers. Listing 6.6 illustrates how the discovery process is implemented in
order to cope with the different states that the discovered far reference agentRef
can be in. Upon discovering agentRef, the when:isWaiting: listener is installed
in order to print a message on the screen in case the far reference would be in
the waiting state. Similarly, a when:isAcquired: listener is installed in order to
observe when the customer holds the sole acquired far reference to the agent.
When this is the case, a communication session is initiated by remote invoking
the connect method on agentRef. Questions can be asked via remotely invoking
the ask method.

6.4.2 Implementation
The implementation of the Unique ownership type tag relies on both behavioral type tags and chameleon objects. The latter is necessary because the
restrictions imposed by Unique change over time by transitioning an object's far
reference into different states. For instance, besides in the acquired state, Unique
imposes the restriction that a unique object's far reference cannot process
remote invocations. However, as soon as the far reference becomes acquired,
this policy changes, now allowing remote invocations on the unique object. A
chameleon object is therefore necessary in order to express these different
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when: CustomerServiceAgent discovered: { | agentRef |
when: agentRef isWaiting: {
system.println("Please hold on, the agent will reach to you soon")
};
when: agentRef isAcquired: {
agentRef<-connect(self);
system.println("Agent available");
def question := system.readLine();
when: agentRef<-ask(question) becomes: { | answer |
system.println("Answer: " + answer)
}
};
}

Listing 6.6: Discovery of a unique customer service agent object.
policies. This is established by forwarding remote method invocations to the
unique object only when being in the acquired state. Therefore, only in this state,
the chameleon object maintains a reference to the unique object. Other states
are not aware of this object and handle invocations themselves.
Similar to the Local and ReadOnly ownership type tags, Unique is implemented in terms of a behavioral type tag. This enables to manipulate the
default behavior of far references because receiving a far reference yields the
creation of a remote alias. In the context of unique objects, far references
resemble a state machine and are implemented as chameleon objects. Each
remote alias represents a different chameleon object and behaves independently
from one another. Consider the implementation of the Unique ownership type
tag in Listing 6.7, in which the makeUniqueChameleonObj function returns a
chameleon object implementing the functionality as described before. Upon
being in the waiting state, this chameleon object is added to the refQueue queue.
Essentially, all chameleon objects in this queue are sequently transitioned into
the acquired state in a way that two such objects cannot be in this state at the
same time. As soon as the current acquired chameleon object transitions to the
expired or released state, the next chameleon object in the queue is transitioned
into the acquired state.
In this implementation, uniqueness is guaranteed at all times due to the following
design decisions:
– Because all far references to a unique object are maintained at the service
side inside the Unique behavioral type tag, the actor in which this unique
object resides is at all times in full control of the state to which far
references transition. This ensures that resilient connections do not have
an impact on the transitioning as it is controlled from service side.
– By imposing that an acquired far reference first needs to be released or
expired before transitioning a next far reference into the acquire state, no
two far references can be acquired at the same time.
– Only far references in the acquired state obtain access to the unique
object and forward all remote invocations to it. All other states process
invocations themselves.
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def Unique := behavioralTypeTag: {
def refQueue := makeQueue();
def next(){
try: { refQueue.dequeue().apply([]) } catch: EmptyQueue using: {|e| free := true; }
};
def free := true;
def makeUniqueChameleonObj(localProxy){
chameleonObject: {| install |
def timer;
def acquiredState := object: {
def release(){ install(releasedState); timer.cancel(); next() };
} taggedAs: [AcquiredUniqueRef] mirroredBy: (mirror: {
def receive(msg){
if: (msg.selector == `release)
then: { superˆreceive(msg) } else: { localProxy<+msg };
}
});
def expiredState := object: {
def activate(){ init() }
} taggedAs: [ExpiredUniqueRef];
def releasedState := object: { ... } taggedAs: [ReleasedUniqueRef];
def waitingState := object: { ... } taggedAs: [WaitingUniqueRef];
def acquire(){
free := false;
timer := when: seconds(30) elapsed: { expire(); next() };
install(acquiredState)
};
def wait(){
install(waitingState);
refQueue.enqueue(&acquire);
};
def expire(){ install(expiredState) };
def init(){ if: free then: { acquire() } else: { wait() }};
}
};
def uponRemoteAliasing(localProxy, aliasReceiver, remoteAlias){
makeUniqueChameleonObj(localProxy);
};
def uponBindingRemoteAlias(localProxy, aliasReceiver, fieldObject, remoteAlias){
makeUniqueChameleonObj(localProxy);
};
}

Listing 6.7: Implementation of the Unique ownership type tag.
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All three properties together ensure that at each point in time only a sole
far reference has access to the unique object, regardless from (temporary)
disconnections that may occur in the ambient-oriented environment. As a
summary, consider Figure 6.6 that depicts a conceptual overview of how far
references are implemented as chameleon objects and maintained from the
service side.

Figure 6.6: Unique ownership type tag from implementation point of view.

6.5 Conclusion
This chapter has proposed three different ownership types for an ambientoriented programming environment, namely Local, ReadOnly and Unqiue. The
Local ownership type tag ensures that objects tagged with it cannot be remotely
accessed. The ReadOnly ownership type tag enforces that only read operations
can be invoked over far references; mutate operations are prohibited. Finally,
a Unique ownership type ensures that at each point in time, only a sole far
references to an object tagged with it, actually provides access to the object.
All other far references are on hold, waiting in line to be acquired.
Enforcing ownership types in an ambient-oriented programming environment is not trivial because restrictions regarding accessing and modifying objects are required to be ensured distributively. By expressing ownership types in
terms of behavioral type tags, these difficulties are automatically circumvented.
Since behavioral type tags are capable of expressing an aliasing policy that is
automatically enforced across the network, the complexity that is involved in
constructing ownership type tags is substantially reduced. Chameleon objects
can be used in the implementation of such ownership type tag in order to express
a policy that evolves over time.
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CHAPTER 7
Ownership Types at Work
This thesis proposes programming language abstractions for organizing objects
in mobile ad hoc networks. In Chapter 6, we have presented ownership type
tags that can be employed in ambient-oriented applications in order to enforce
access and mutate restrictions on objects across the network. This chapter
validates these ambient ownership types by applying them in a real life mobile
application called WeScribble.

7.1 WeScribble Overview
WeScribble is a collaborative drawing editor in which users can distributively
draw on a common canvas from their mobile device. Users can create new
shapes, change their color and move them around in the canvas. Within the
same communication range, shapes are shared across the network in order to
enforce a common canvas among all users in this range.

Figure 7.1: Topology of the network.
Figure 7.1 shows an example of the network topology that can be simulated
by a WeScribble Pro application in order to test different scenarios. When
starting this application, a map appears on which markers can be pinpointed.
Each marker represents a WeScribble drawer and is able to be dragged around
to simulate the drawer's physical position. The circle around a marker denotes a
drawer's connection range. Two drawers are connected if their ranges overlap.
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When double clicking on a marker, a popup window appears in which the canvas
is shown from the perspective of the corresponding drawer.
In order to properly update the canvas in the face of partial failures, WeScribble exploits the notions of a permanent and temporary owner. When a user
draws a new shape on the canvas, he automatically becomes the permanent
owner of this shape and acquires the rights to modify this shape. The permanent
owner is also responsible for notifying other drawers in the communication
range of changes on this shape. However, since this is rather restrictive, other
drawers in the network can request to become the temporary owner of this
shape. Upon being appointed, a temporary owner can suggest to the permanent
owner to change the shape's color or position. Upon receiving such request by
the permanent owner, the changes are automatically applied and propagated
across the network unless conflicting with a concurrent action imposed by the
permanent owner itself. Note that at no point in time, the temporary owner
directly applies a change to this shape. The state of a shape is thus entirely
controlled by the permanent owner. This has the advantage that a disconnection
of the temporary owner does not cause an inconsistent canvas among the
drawers in the communication range.

(a) Canvas from a user's point
of view.

(b) Available operations on a
shape.

(c) Changing a shape's color.

Figure 7.2: Screenshots illustrating a particular WeScribble instance.
Consider some screenshots of a single WeScribble instance in Figure 7.2.
From the perspective of a certain drawer, a shape on the canvas can be in four
states depending on the icon that is associated with it:
1.

indicates that the drawer is the permanent owner of this shape. Double
clicking on the shape brings up a dialog box in which three operations can
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be selected : (1) change the shape's color, (2) remove the shape from the
canvas and (3) close the dialog box. This is illustrated by Figure 7.2b.
2.

indicates that the drawer is the permanent owner of this shape, but
that its ownership is currently shared with another temporary owner. The
same properties remain for the permanent owner, although he also needs
to respond to requests coming from the temporary owner.

3.

indicates that the drawer is the temporary owner of this shape. This
causes that repositioning the shape around the canvas or changing its
color makes a request to be sent to the permanent owner. Removing the
shape from the canvas is not possible. Note that a temporary owner is
only appointed for 30 seconds.

4. No icon indicates that the current drawer is neither the shape's permanent
or temporary owner. This implies that the shape cannot be moved, nor its
color to be changed. By double clicking on the shape, a request to become
its temporary owner is filed. When appointed, the clock symbol appears.
When a drawer disconnects, its shapes are grayed out. Upon reconnecting, the
shapes are colored again.

7.2 Challenges
The implementation of the WeScribble application in AmbientTalk is based
upon a design in which each shape on the screen is represented by an object.
This object is stored within the actor of the shape's permanent owner and is
propagated across the network. Upon receiving a shape's far reference by some
drawer in the communication range, the shape's properties are read and drawn
on the screen. Relying on the regular AmbientTalk facilities, ownership and all
associated restrictions are enforced manually inside each shape object through
several condition checks. This makes the implementation cumbersome and
clearly difficult to maintain. This is because developers need to take into account
a number of issues by hand:
1. Support for propagating objects across the network is not explicitly available in AmbientTalk. Propagating namely differs from exporting in a sense
that it requires an object to be transitively sent across the network. This
means that an object can be reached from all actors that are transitively
connected within a single communication range. For instance, in Figure 7.1, since actor A is connected to actor B and B is connected to actor
C, which is not connected to A, objects from A can still be received by C
through B. In AmbientTalk, this can be enforced by means of a proxy object
as shown in Figure 7.3. When actor A receives a far reference to some
object obj, he exports a proxy to obj over the network. This causes that the
proxy object is discoverable in the communication range of A and that all
remote invocations over the proxy are routed via A to obj.
2. Ensuring that only the permanent owner of a shape is capable of applying
changes on this shape is in plain AmbientTalk challenging. This is because
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the language does not prevent anyone holding a far reference to such
shape object from remotely invoking a change operation. In other words,
having a far reference to a shape object should prohibit the shape's
properties from being modified. Programmers also need to deal with the
fact that an exception should to be made for the temporary owner as only
he is allowed to temporary change the shape's color and position over such
far reference.
3. A shape can only have one temporary owner at a time. By itself, this is relatively easy to achieve, though it makes the implementation cumbersome
because this requires recurring code at different points in the application,
hindering the modularity and maintenance of the code.

Figure 7.3: Propagating an object across the network.

7.3 Designing WeScribble With Ownership Type Tags
The challenges described in the previous section can be addressed by enforcing
access and mutate restrictions on objects across the network. This is where
ownership type tags come into play. We describe how they solve each of the
aforementioned challenges:
1. Propagating an object in the context of behavioral type tags requires
to make sure that aliasing the proxy object triggers the behavioral type
tag of the original object. This is because remote aliases to the proxy
essentially resemble remote aliases to the original object. Support for this
is established by implementing a specific behavioral type tag for the proxy
object that, upon detecting the creation of a remote alias, enforces in turn
the creation of a remote alias to the original proxy. This remote alias then
serves as the far reference over which all invocations performed on the
proxy, are forwarded to the original object.
2. To prevent that a far reference to a shape object can modify the properties
of this shape, the object is tagged with the ReadOnly ownership type tag.
This makes that all far references to this shape object are immutable such
that remote method invocations intending to mutate the object's state, are
prohibited. For each shape object, a secondary plain RequestInbox object
enables the temporary owner to request for a color or position change.
These requests are simply forwarded to and processed by the associated
shape object. Since RequestInbox is defined local to the ReadOnly shape
object, the immutability restriction on the shape object does not hold.
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3. Since a particular shape can only be temporary owned by a single drawer at
a time, only a sole far reference to the shape's RequestInbox object should
conceptually exist at each point in time. This matches the functionality
of the Unique ownership type tag. Tagging the RequestInbox object with
Unique ensures that only a sole far reference actually acquires access to
the object and can request changes.
Figure 7.4 gives a conceptual overview of the design of WeScribble as benefiting
from ownership type tags.

Figure 7.4: Conceptual design of the WeScribble Application.
As shown by Figure 7.4, each shape object has attached the ReadOnly
ownership type tag and implements the functionality that is applicable onto a
shape, both from a local as a remote point of view. Upon remotely invoking the
requestTemporaryOwnership method, a far reference to the shape's RequestInbox object is returned. This is a Unique object that delegates the invocation of
the changeColor and reposition method to the corresponding shape object.
In the remainder of this chapter, we cover the implementation of the WeScribble application and validate the advantages that using ownership type tags
brings along.

7.4

Implementation

We now sketch the implementation of the WeScribble application. Listing 7.1
shows how a shape object at the service side is implemented as specified in
Figure 7.4. A makeShape function, upon being invoked, yields the creation of two
objects: shape resembles the actual shape object and is tagged with a ReadOnly
ownership type. The requestInbox object is tagged with the Unique ownership
type tag and facilitates the functionality that can be applied upon acquiring
temporary ownership over this shape. shape is exported over the network and is
returned as the result of the makeShape function. Notice that remote invocations
on requestInbox cause the shape object to be mutated, even though shape is
tagged by a ReadOnly ownership type tag. This is because remote invocations
are actually processed by requestInbox and locally forwarded to shape. This
implies that the mutate operation on shape is initiated from another local object,
which is permitted by ReadOnly.
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def makeShape(color, position, size){
def shape := object: {
def getShapeData(){ [position, color, size] };
def changeColor(newColor){ color := newColor };
def reposition(newPosition){ position := newPosition };
def requestTemporaryOwnership(){ requestInbox };
def remove(){ ... };
} taggedAs: [ReadOnly];
def requestInbox := object: {
def changeColor(newColor){ shape.changeColor(newColor) };
def reposition(newPosition){ shape.reposition(newPosition); }
} taggedAs: [Unique];
export: shape as: ShapeObj;
shape
}

Listing 7.1: Simplified implementation of a shape object at service side.
Listing 7.2 shows how explicit support for propagating objects in the context
of behavioral type tags can be implemented. We provide a propagate:as: function
that enables to propagate an object's far reference across the network, while still
enforcing alias management through behavioral type tags. This function takes a
far reference and service type tag as argument and conceptually enforces the far
reference to be further propagated across the network. At the implementation, a
proxy object is exported under the same service tag, such that all remote invocations on this proxy are forwarded to the original object. To allow remote aliases
of the proxy to be detected by the behavioral type tag of the original object, the
proxy object is tagged with a Propagation behavioral type tag. As a result, the
creation of a new remote alias of the proxy object automatically triggers the
creation of a remote alias in the behavioral type tag of the original object. This
remote alias serves as the far reference over which remote invocations on the
proxy are forwarded to the original object. Notice that this remote alias is created
by simply binding the given far reference to some variable, causing the creating
of a (remote) alias as described in Chapter 4.
def propagate: objectFarRef as: serviceTag {
def Propagation := behavioralTypeTag: { | objectFarRef |
def makeProxy(){
def newRemoteAlias := objectFarRef;
object: {} mirroredBy: (mirror: { def receive(msg){ newRemoteAlias<+msg })}
};
def uponRemoteAliasing(lProxy, aliasRcv, rAlias){ makeProxy() };
def uponBindingRemoteAlias(lProxy, aliasRcv, field, rAlias){ makeProxy() };
};
def proxy := object: {} taggedAs: [Propagation];
export: proxy as: serviceTag;
}

Listing 7.2: Implementation of the propagate:as: construct.
In Listing 7.3, it is shown how a shape object can be used at the client side.
Upon discovering such shape object, an asynchronous method invocation is
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sent to obtain the shape's properties. As soon as this occurs, the obtained
information is delegated to some screen object in order to be printed on the
screen. Using the propagate:as: construct from Listing 7.2, the shape is further
propagated across the network. Upon doubling clicking on a shape, a request to
become the temporary owner of the object is filed by triggering the uponRequestingTempOwnership function. Executing this function causes a remote invocation
of the requestTemporaryOwnership method on the shape object. When receiving
a far reference to this shape's requestInbox as result, a when:isAcquired listener
is installed. When triggered, temporary ownership over the shape is obtained. In
Listing 7.3, a simple log message is printed as such.
whenever: ShapeObj discovered: { | shape |
when: shape<-getShapeData() becomes: { | data |
screen.printShape(data)
};
propagate: shape as: ShapeObj;
};
def uponRequestingTempOwnership(shape){
when: shape<-requestTemporaryOwnership() becomes: { | requestInbox |
when: requestInbox isAcquired: {
system.println("Temporay ownership acquired")
}
}
}

Listing 7.3: Simplified implementation of a shape object at service side.

7.5 Discussion
By means of ownership type tags, the implementation of the WeScribble application shows how access and mutate restrictions can be enforced on objects
across the network in a way that it significantly reduces the amount of code
dedicated to alias control. This is mainly due to the fact that the programmer
does not need to express these restrictions by hand. Without ownership type
tags, the implementation is substantially larger and more cumbersome because
at several places in the code, various conditions need to be checked, hereby
taking each time the ambient nature of the application into account.
The implementation of WeScribble shows that using ownership type tags
provides various benefits: first, the design of an application can be greatly
simplified as ownership type tags automatically ensure guaranties on the way
objects can be accessed and modified across the network. This implies that the
application code can be more easily maintained and reasoned about. Moreover,
since aliasing restrictions enforced by ownership types do not need to be dealt
with explicitly, the resulting implementation is more stable and easier to debug.
Also the readability of the code increases, as ownership types clearly indicate
which aliasing policy is adopted.
On the other hand, a drawback of using ownership type tags (or behavioral
type tags) is that objects cannot be further propagated across the network
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without taking explicitly care of their alias detection mechanism. This is required in order to guarantee correct behavior of the ownership type tags at all
time. However, as shown in Listing 7.2, propagating an object in this context
can be easily achieved by relying on behavioral type tags. As from now, the
propagate:as: construct can be used as the default mechanism to propagate
objects across the network in the context of ownership types.

7.6 Conclusion
In order to validate ownership type tags, we have implemented a real life ambient
application called WeScribble. This is a collaborative drawing editor in which
users can distributively draw on a common canvas. Using ownership type
tags, the design and implementation can be significantly simplified because the
programmer does not need to take explicitly care of enforcing access and mutate
restrictions on objects across the network.
Implementing WeScribble by relying on the regular AmbientTalk facilities
is challenging because it needs to be manually ensured that a shape object
can only be modified by its permanent owner, along by a single temporary
owner at certain points in time. By benefiting from ownership type tags, a
shape object is specified to be immutable for drawers in the network by means
of the ReadOnly ownership type tag. For a temporary owner to bypass this
immutability restriction, a secondary unique object is provided which allows to
initiate changes on the corresponding shape object. Since this object is tagged
with the Unique ownership type tag, only a single drawer at a time can make use
of it.
The WeScribble application has shown that ownership type tags enable to
organize objects across mobile ad hoc networks. This validates the purpose of
this thesis.
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CHAPTER 8
Conclusion
The work in this dissertation is situated in the context of ambient-oriented programming and is motivated by the observation that the fast changing network
topology of such environment, together with the volatility of the connections
leads to an utterly disorganized object graph. In the development of mobile
distributed applications, no software engineering abstractions were previously
available that allow the programmer to organize this object soup in a way that
one can restrict which software entity can acquire an object reference, and which
operation such entity can perform over this reference. This makes it very difficult
to reason about the correctness of interactions because object references may
allow an object to be mutated without the owner of the object being aware of
it. Encoding this functionality manually is notoriously difficult, if not impossible,
in programming languages that do not explicitly expose the creation of remote
references to the programmer.
In this thesis, we propose software engineering abstractions under the form
of a meta-object protocol that captures the creation of both local and remote
aliases. This protocol has been employed for building high-level abstractions
like distributed ownership types. For a given object, this enables to control which
clients in the network can access the object and what kind of operations they
are allowed to perform. By supplying the programmer with this functionality,
the object soup can be organized in groups of related objects depending on the
restrictions they enforce. We have validated our abstractions by implementing
a mobile drawing editor in which access to remotely drawn objects is controlled
via ownership types. The implementation of this application has shown that
our abstractions greatly reduce the programming effort needed to implement
complex mobile applications, which communicate over an unreliable network.
In this concluding chapter, we provide a summary of our work and revisit the
contributions as stated in Section 1.3. Avenues for future research are outlined
in a final section.
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8.1 Summary and Contributions
Aliasing has a large impact on the development of object-oriented applications. In essence, the existence of aliases is a problem because the internal
representation of an aggregate object can, via an alias to one of the internal
objects, be changed without the aggregate being aware of it. This breaks object
encapsulation and may affect the correctness of a program. In this thesis,
we have focussed on aliasing in an ambient-oriented environment. Managing
aliases in this context is challenging because the proposed abstractions need
to be robust against the fast changing network topology and the volatility of the
connections.
We revisit each of the contributions as listed in Section 1.3:
• We have proposed typestate-oriented programming for ambient-oriented
programming under the form of chameleon objects. These are special kind
of objects that essentially resemble a state machine and in which state
transitions can be initiated over regular method invocations. Ownership
domains have been implemented in order to validate their functionality. In
addition, we have presented a basic local typestate checker and discussed
the conditions that should be satisfied in order to enforce full static
typestate verification for ambient-oriented applications.
• In the context of implementing chameleon objects, a technical contribution
was made by proposing dynamically tagged objects, which enable an
object to change its type tags dynamically. These new type tags are
observable over the network and can be made explicit to the programmer.
• We have proposed ownership types for ambient-oriented programming by
providing three ownership types: Local to prevent an object from being
remotely accessed, ReadOnly to enforce immutability over an object, and
Unique to ensure that at each point in time, only a sole remote reference
to an object can actually give access to it. By relying on the flexibility
of chameleon objects, we have shown how the aliasing policy of an
ownership type can dynamically change over time. This corresponds to
the dynamic aliasing policy property as stated in Section 1.1.
• Our main contribution is the development of a meta-object protocol that
is capable of capturing the creation of local and remote aliases. In
AmbientTalk, this is embodied by behavioral type tags and satisfies the
following properties from Section 1.1: first, alias detection is clearly satisfied as this protocol is specially designed to capture the creation of aliases;
second, by the modularity that results from reflection, our meta-object
protocol satisfies this modularity property in that it can be enforced without
interleaving the regular functionality; third, by enforcing that an aliasing
policy is causally attached to the objects on which it is applicable, the
dynamic nature of mobile applications is automatically handled by the
ambient-oriented programming language itself; finally, ambient resiliency
is enforced by making a distinction between the moment a remote reference is received, and the moment it is actually resolved and ready to
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process remote method invocations. We have validated our contributions
by implementing a collaborative drawing application which has shown that
the programming effort to implement advanced mobile applications can be
significantly reduced by relying on ownership types.

8.2 Limitations and Future Work
We conclude this dissertation by discussing how our research could be further
extended:
Capturing dynamic aliases inside a method body
Since implementation-wise, all contributions in this thesis are realized by taking
advantage of the reflective layer of AmbientTalk, we are at the same time limited
by the shortcomings that this layer entails. In particular, inside a method body,
we cannot capture aliases that do not leave the dynamic scope of this method
body and only exist for the duration of the invocation. Note that in literature
these aliases are referred to as dynamic aliases, as described in Section 4.1.1.
The problem is that executing any of the operations causing the creation of such
alias cannot be captured by the AmbientTalk meta-object protocol. In contrast,
aliases leaving the method body (e.g. by binding the alias to a variable outside
the body) can be captured and thus be the subject of alias detection.
It is clear that a lack of support for capturing dynamic aliases inside a
method a body is not a shortcoming of our implementation. Instead, this is a
shortcoming of the AmbientTalk reflective layer on which this implementation
relies. Modifying the AmbientTalk evaluator in order to support this kind of
behavior is outside the scope of this thesis, but may serve as a topic for future
work.
Enforcing restrictions on a per method base
It is in our believe that by relying upon the functionality provided by behavioral
type tags, restrictions on a per method base can be easily implemented in the
same manner as the ReadOnly ownership type tag prohibits mutate operations
to be performed on objects. In this work, alias restrictions can only be enforced
on objects as a whole. It might therefore be interesting to provide the ability
of imposing restrictions at the level of methods. This implies that, for a given
method, a policy could be expressed that determines which clients in the network
can remotely invoke this method and which ones not. Note that this corresponds
to the alias advertisement approach, as outlined in Section 3.3.
Support for ownership transfers
The ability to control the aliases of an object gives rise to ownership transfers.
This denotes the atomic operation of changing the actor in which an object
resides. For example, if an object obj is contained in some actor A, an ownership
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transfer represents the atomic operation in which obj becomes transferred from
A to some actor B. In [15], it has been stated that transferring ownership can be
easily established in a local environment through enforcing uniqueness. Future
work might involve to apply this in a distributed context.
Capturing the destruction of aliases
Currently, the aliasing behavioral protocol from Chapter 4 only supports the
functionality for detecting and intercepting the creation of aliases. In order
to express complex aliasing mechanisms that require to keep track of aliases
throughout their entire existence, support for detecting the destruction of an alias
is necessary. This was already encountered in the context of dynamic ownership
domains in Section 5.3.
Capturing the destruction of an alias is challenging because it involves many
facets of a program to be checked. Within a single object, detecting an alias upon
being destroyed can be established relatively easily by reflectively observing the
operations that are performed within this object. However, this is insufficient
as it should also be detected when an alias is destroyed due to the fact that
the object in which the alias resides, is not accessible anymore in the scope of
any other object. Since this receiver object cannot be accessed, the alias inside
the object can clearly not be used anymore and should therefore be detected as
being destroyed.
The ability to capture aliases upon being destroyed requires a high-level view
on the (distributed) object graph in order to determine which objects cannot
be reached anymore. This basically relates to a garbage collector for aliases.
However, in an ambient setting, this is notoriously complicated and serves as an
interesting avenue for future work.
Typechecking chameleon objects in an ambient environment
In Chapter 5, we have determined the conditions that should hold for chameleon
objects in order to be statically verifiable in an ambient environment. We have
presented a basic typechecker that provides this under certain restrictions in a
local environment. By relying on the Unique ownership type tag as proposed in
Chapter 6, a full typestate checker for ambient-oriented applications might be
an interesting, yet challenging avenue for future work.
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APPENDIX A
Aliasing Behavioral Protocol
This appendix provides further details on the functions comprising the aliasing
behavioral protocol, as presented in Section 4.2.
– uponDefiningPrincipal(receiver, fieldObject, originalValue)
This method intercepts the creation of a principal object. Upon being triggered, it provides the receiver object in which the principal object is bound to
a given field. fieldObject denotes a reflective ATfield object which enables
to read and write the value of this field, as well as to retrieve its name.
originalValue resembles the intended value of the principal object. The return
value of this method is the actual principal object that is bound to the
specified field1 . This implies that an object's initial behavior can be altered
by returning a modified version of this object.
– uponLocalAliasing(aliasReceiver, localAlias)
This method intercepts the creation of a local alias as a result of either
parameter passing the principal object, or by returning this as a return value
of a local method invocation. aliasReceiver denotes the receiver object to
which the new alias is returned. localAlias resembles the default alias object
that forwards all invocations to the principal object. The return value of this
method is the actual alias that is respectively passed along or returned. This
implies that, by returning a different alias object, all invocations can be routed
to some object other than the principal object.
– uponBindingLocalAlias(aliasReceiver, fieldObject, localAlias)
This method intercepts the act of binding a local object to some field. Upon
being triggered, aliasReceiver denotes the receiver object in which the alias is
bound. fieldObject resembles the reflective ATfield object of the corresponding field. localAlias is the default alias that routes all communication to the
principal object. The return value of this method resembles the actual alias
that is bound. Hence, by returning a different alias object, all local method
invocation can be processed in a custom way.
– uponRemoteAliasing(localProxy, aliasReceiver, remoteAlias)
This method is triggered at the service side upon the creation of a remote
1
In reality however, the value that is bound is actually a local alias to this object. This
implies that the principal object can never be directly accessed, only via a local alias object.
Implementation wise, this enables that no distinction between reference and alias should be made.
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alias as the result of either discovering the object's far reference, parameter
passing it to a method invocation or by returning it as the result of a method
invocation. aliasReceiver denotes a far reference to the receiver object in
which the remote alias is being created. remoteAlias holds a far reference to
the remote alias object at the client side. This object serves as a proxy object
that transmits all asynchronous communication to the service side. It also
provides a raiseException method in order to initiate an exception from the
service side. localProxy denotes the object at the service side that receives all
asynchronous method invocations from remoteAlias and forwards these to
the principal object. By returning a custom local proxy object, communication
can be routed to a different object. Note that this does not enable to alter the
actual remote alias object, but only manages the communication it transmits.
– uponBindingRemoteAlias(localProxy, aliasReceiver, fieldObject, remoteAlias)
This method is triggered at the service side, upon the creation of a remote
alias by binding a far reference to a variable. fieldObject resembles a far
reference to the reflective ATfield object of the field to which the remote alias
is bound. localProxy, aliasReceiver and remoteAlias are similar as explained
for uponRemoteAliasing.
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